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Abstract
Obesity is one of the greatest health challenges in the world today. As such, there is a large focus
on weight-loss in order to improve health outcomes for those who are overweight or obese. One
area that has an impact on obesity and weight-loss is communication. Communication behaviors
are directly tied to health outcomes. Positive, constructive communication can help to improve
health directly by improving physiological outcomes, including stress, which is in itself a factor
co-morbid with obesity. Communication also helps to build and strengthen relationships, which
in turn often lead to better health outcomes. Conversely, negative and destructive communication
can lead to poor health outcomes and negatively impact relationships. Therefore, it is important
to examine communication behaviors and how they impact stress and weight-loss in order to be
able to better understand and prevent obesity. This study used a community sample to look at
relational factors, communication behaviors, stress reactance, and weight-loss over the course of
a yearlong intervention. Results indicated overall support for the TRRL in the context of weightloss. There was some evidence that communication behaviors were related to physiological
outcomes.

Keywords: relationships, resilience, stress, weight-loss, salivary cortisol, theory of resilience and
relational load
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Obesity is one of the largest health problems in America and the world (Dietz, 2015;
Hales, Carroll, Fryar, & Ogden, 2017). A staggering 40% of the U.S. population is considered
obese (Hales et al. 2020). Although there was some evidence that the rise in obesity is beginning
to level off (Wang, Baker, Hill & Dietz, 2012), recent data shows obesity rates rising, and are
projected to continue to rise (Hales, et al. 2020; Ward et al., 2019). The issue of weight is so
prevalent that the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have labeled it the “obesity epidemic”
(CDC, 2015; CDC, 2018; Dietz, 2015).
Excess weight and obesity are risk factors for a multitude of health problems, including
cardiovascular, kidney, and musculoskeletal diseases, as well as diabetes, sleep disorders, and
increases in cancer risk, together with poorer outcomes for many types of cancer (Goodwin &
Stambolic, 2015; Proirier et al., 2006) and possibly COVID-19 (Dietz & Santos‐Burgoa, 2020).
The CDC and other organizations have been working to address the issue of obesity in both
adults and children mostly with large, national campaigns (e.g., Michelle Obama’s “Let’s
move!”), with some success (for review, see Dietz, 2015), but at increasing cost (Withrow &
Alter, 2011). Researchers suggest that more work needs to be done to affect behavior change,
focusing on increasing resilience, incentives to become healthier, and a more grass-roots
approach to addressing the struggles to lose weight (Dietz, 2015; Wang et al., 2012). One
overlooked approach to help address the obesity epidemic entails focusing on interpersonal
communication in relationships.
Communication has long been linked to better health and relational outcomes. For
example, Pennebaker’s studies show that communicating, even to yourself, can help reduce
stress and improve immune function (Pennebaker & O’Heeron, 1984; Pennebaker & Susman,
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1988). In addition, many studies investigating affectionate communication have shown a direct
connection to physical health benefits including reduced stress and blood pressure (Floyd, Hesse,
& Haynes, 2007), as well as better cholesterol (Floyd, Boren, Hannawa, Hesse, McEwan, &
Veksler, 2009) and improved psychological well-being (Aloia & Brecht, 2017; for further
review, see Denes, Bennet & Winkler, 2017). Given these effects, communication broadly, and
affectionate communication specifically, may play an important role in helping to promote
weight-loss directly through improved physiology and psychological wellbeing.
Communication is also at the center of forming and maintaining interpersonal
relationships (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Dindia & Canary, 1993). Being in healthy, satisfying
relationships is good for physical and psychological health, reducing morbidity and mortality
rates, and improving immune function (Kiecolt-Giaser et al., 1993). Merrill and Afifi (2017)
characterize being in an intimate and committed relationship as “one of the best ways to improve
overall well-being throughout the lifespan” (p. 1). Healthy interpersonal relationships help to
lower stress and provide a much-needed sense of psychological connection (Mercado & Hibel,
2016; for further review, see Pietromonaco & Collins, 2017).
When communication and positive relational behaviors are absent, relationships and the
communication that occurs within them can become negative, which in turn can have a negative
effect on the health of individuals and their partners. For example, high levels of marital discord
are associated with higher blood pressure, poorer functioning immune systems, and higher
depressive symptoms, especially when partners engage in negative communication patterns
(Kiecolt-Giaser et al., 1997). In addition, avoidance of communication is associated with
increased anxiety, distress, and rumination (Afifi, Shahnazi, Coveleski, Davis, & Merrill, 2017).
A lack of affectionate communication is also associated with increased physical pain and poorer
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sleep quality (Floyd, 2016). Given these connections, positive communication behaviors may
help improve health through the formation and maintenance of healthy relationships, as well as
help in avoiding negative or destructive communication patterns and their deleterious effects on
relationships.
Taken together, there is value in investigating communication patterns in close
relationships and their effects on couple’s health and weight. Evidence suggests that
communication and relationship health can be important factors in a person’s health and wellbeing (Cohen, Gottleib, & Underwood, 2000). As such, it is necessary to investigate how
communication and relational quality indicators relate directly to weight-loss and other health
indicators, such as stress, in order to determine when and if communication has a direct impact
on physiological and psychological health outcomes. It is also important to identify how the
health of the relationship and the quality of the communication progresses over time in order to
see how these variables affect health over the course of a relationship. By examining the patterns
that emerge over the course of a year as couples navigate weight-loss goals, we may be able to
elucidate when and how communication processes and relationships can work to improve health
and reduce barriers to weight-loss.
The present study focuses on couples who are looking to lose weight and who are both
objectively overweight or obese. Specifically, this study examines how relational factors
contribute to communication behaviors during a recorded conversation where participants talked
about weight and weight-loss. After these conversations, cortisol was measured to determine
level of stress reactance to the conversation. The study aims to investigate how communication
behaviors and stress reactance to such conversations may predict relational health, as well as
overall weight-loss, over the course of a year.
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Chapter 2: Obesity and Stigma
The Obesity Epidemic
Obesity is a major problem in all populations across the world regardless of gender,
ethnic membership, race, or age (Flegal, Carroll, Kit, & Ogden, 2012; Withrow & Alter, 2011).
Obesity has nearly doubled worldwide in the past few decades with 11% of men and 15% of
women being obese (World Health Organization, 2014). In the U.S., 38.3% of women and
34.3% of men over the age of 20 are obese (Arroyo-Johnson, & Mincey, 2016). Obesity
threatens older populations as well, with 42.8% of adults age 40-59 obese in the U.S. and 68.6%
of adults age 60 and older overweight or obese an increase from previous years (Hales et al.,
2017). Additionally, the young adult population (18-24) are both more likely to gain weight and
gain weight faster than any other age cohort (Allman-Farinelli, Chey, Bauman, Gill, & James,
2008). Adolescent and young adult patterns of obesity also continue to expand and increase into
adulthood, across all ethnic groups (Gordon-Larsen, The, & Adair, 2010). The obesity epidemic
is not going away anytime soon.
To determine the prevalence of obesity, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute has
used Body Mass Index (BMI) (calculated as weight in kilograms over height in meters squared)
to create four categories of weight: under weight (<18.5 kg/m2), normal weight (18.5-24.9
kg/m2), overweight (25-29.9 kg/m2), and obese (>30 kg/m2) (Panel, 1998). Although BMI can be
a somewhat problematic measurement due to BMI not accounting for body type, and other
metrics such as percentage body fat (Rothman, 2008; Wells & Fewtrell, 2006), it is currently the
most widely used assessment of health in regards to weight (Expert Panel, 2001).
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Reasons for the prevalence of overweight and obese people are complex and have yet to
be fully understood (Caballero, 2007). First, there are metabolic and genetic factors that can
affect susceptibility to weight gain, exercise effectiveness, and poor eating habits (Bouchard et
al., 2004; Snyder et al., 2003; Vohl et al., 2004; Weinsier et al., 1998). Protein and hormone
functioning, such as insulin, leptin, and others are correlated with weight gain and the ability to
sustain weight-loss (Gale, Castracane, & Mantzoros, 2004; Smith, 1996). Second, behavioral
habits, such as diet and physical activity, contribute to weight gain; particularly lack of exercise
(Weinsier et al., 1998). Food intake correlates to the amount of stored energy in the body (i.e.,
fat), while exercise and natural metabolic calorie burning correlate to energy output. To maintain
regular energy homeostasis and healthy weight, there cannot be an excess of energy stored, or
unspent energy (Caballero, 2007). The content of the foods eaten, how much is eaten, and how
much exercise is done are all correlated with weight mangement (King et al., 2007; Shapiro et
al., 2008).
In addition, environmental factors can also have an impact on obesity levels (Swinburn et
al., 2011). In developed economies, obesity is inversely related to socioeconomic status and
income, although obesity is so prevalent that all socioeconomic classes are affected to some
extent (McLaren, 2007). Those with lower income often have less access to healthy foods and
more barriers to exercise (Baker, et al., 2006; Pereira et al, 2005). Built environment, such as
amount of time needed to drive and availability of places to walk, can also be a factor in obesity
(Frank, Andresen, & Schmid, 2004). Type of work and working conditions can also contribute
to obesity (for review, see Shulte et al. 2007). For example, work can affect diet, the ability/time
to be active, and sleep patterns, all of which can contribute to obesity (Antunes, Levandovski,
Dantas, Caumo, & Hidalgo, 2010; Geliebter et al., 2000; Niedhammer, Lert, & Marne, 1996). If
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a job is particularly demanding or stressful, it can also impact BMI (Kouvonen et al., 2005).
Furthermore, family, friends, and romantic partners can have an impact, but this point will be
discussed more in depth later.
Obesity and Health
One of the most alarming aspects of the prevalence of obesity is the multitude of negative
health outcomes that are related to it. Obesity has been associated with increased risk of cancer,
as well as cancer related mortality (Goodwin & Stambolic, 2015). Additionally, weight problems
contribute to problematic changes in blood lipids, insulin levels, cortisol, and blood pressure
(Bray, 2004; Norman, Bild, Lewis, Liu, & West, 2003). Overweight individuals are also more at
risk for cardiovascular disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes, hypertension, sleep apnea, some
pulmonary diseases, and gall bladder disease, as well as overall higher morbidity and mortality
rates (Bray, 2004; Poirier et al., 2006; Klein et al., 2004). Obesity can affect several endocrine
systems, such as the thyroid (Reinher, 2010) and is correlated with lower testosterone in men
(Smith, 1996). Obesity is also associated with several psychological disorders. Studies have
linked obesity to a greater risk of depression and psychological distress, as well as increases in
suicidal ideation and suicide attempts (Carpenter, Hasin, Allison, & Faith, 2000). Obesity can
also increase the risk of bipolar disorder, panic disorder, and agoraphobia (Simon, et al., 2006).
In addition, obesity has been linked to an increased risk of disability and overall lower quality of
life (Carpenter et al., 2000; Kolotkin, Meter, & Williams, 2001).
These severe negative physical and psychological consequences make losing weight
essential. Even if weight-loss does not lead to a normal BMI, there are still positive changes in
bodily functions that occur with weight-loss that can reduce the risk of health problems
associated with obesity. These include lower risks of pulmonary disease and hypertension due to
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less pressure on the pulmonary and arterial systems, lower blood pressure, and improvement in
insulin or glucose levels, (Goodwin & Stambolic, 2015; Klein et al., 2004). Weight-loss can also
improve overall quality of life (Kolotkin, Meter, & Williams, 2001). Most common interventions
include behavioral lifestyle changes, such as dietary changes and increased exercise, and in some
cases, surgery and doctor prescribed supplements (Isner, Roberts, Heymsfield, & Yager, 1985;
Klein et al., 2004).
However, it is important that weight-loss be done in a safe manner in accordance with
physician and nutritionist guidelines in order to avoid the negative side effects of some extreme
dieting methods (Priorier et al., 2006). Methods such as starvation, liquid protein diets, and some
appetite reducers can have severe detrimental health effects, including increased risk for heart
problems and death (Garnett, Bernard, Ford, Goodbody, & Woodhouse, 1969; Isner et al., 1985;
CDC, 1997). It is important to address health problems, such as obesity, in a safe manner with
professionals to avoid these types of risks.
Obesity, Stigma, and Relationships
Obesity is negatively evaluated in modern societies and is highly stigmatized (Puhl &
Brownwell, 2001). Stigma is defined as a discriminatory belief held by general society that
serves as a mark of discredit recognized by a social group (Teh, King, Watson, & Liu, 2014).
Weight is often considered a highly stigmatized topic both in and out of relationships (Boyes &
Latner, 2009; Chen & Brown, 2005; Wott & Carels, 2010). For example, excess weight is
associated with being paid less, especially for women (Sarlio-Laehteenkorva, Silventoinene, &
Lahelma, 2004), as well as being passed over for employment all together (Pingitore, Dugoni,
Tindale, & Spring, 1994).
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Weight stigma can also occur in many types of personal relationships, including romantic
and sexual relationships (Chen & Brown, 2005; Wott & Carels, 2010). Studies indicate that
higher weight and BMI are associated with lower relationship quality and relationship
satisfaction, as people tend to judge their overweight partners as less attractive and having less
overall value, which contributes to lower levels of relational longevity and relational quality (for
review see Boyes & Latner, 2009).
Importantly, it is only necessary for a person to perceive stigma for them to feel
stigmatized; stigma does not need to be directly communicated to be experienced (Rains, 2014).
One study found that 47% of overweight or obese women reported perceiving stigmatization by
their spouse (Puhl & Brownell, 2006). Weight stigma researchers note that in many ways, weight
stigma is uniquely worse than many other forms of stigma, as weight stigma does not have the
benefit of in-group protection, since even other overweight/obese individuals will stigmatize
other overweight/obese individuals (Himmelstein et al., 2015; Tomiyama, 2014; Tomiyama,
2019). In addition, being stigmatized for weight often leads to increased anxiety and depression,
decreased self-esteem (Chen & Brown, 2005, Tomiyama, 2014), and increased stress
(Himmelstein et al., 2015).
Perceiving stigma comes with a reluctance to disclose about the stigmatized topic (Rains,
2014; Teh et al., 2014). This is unfortunate as disclosure, specifically self-disclosure (i.e., verbal
communication that reveals something about a person to others; Derlaga & Berg, 1987), is
essential for building and maintaining healthy and satisfying relationships, by promoting
closeness and liking (Altman & Taylor, 1973). Disclosure has been shown to help lower stress,
improve emotional health, and reduce rumination (Chang & Bazarova, 2015; Rains, 2014). A
lack of disclosure, especially about something stressful, is related to negative physical and
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psychological consequences (Pennebaker & O’Heeron, 1984; Rains, 2014). Although stigma
often keeps couples from disclosing to their partners about weight and weight-loss, if they do
disclose, it will likely lead to positive outcomes. Voluntary disclosure of stigma can lead to
positive outcomes such as better coping and a change in perception (Meisenback, 2010).
Summary
Obesity is a substantial global problem. It affects people in every country, socioeconomic
class, race, culture, gender, and occupation. The complexity of the factors that contribute to
obesity are multifaceted, ranging from biological, to behavioral, to environmental, and still the
base etiology for obesity is not fully understood. What is unobjectionably clear, however, are the
vast and severely detrimental effects of obesity. Obesity is a contributing factor to a number of
serious diseases, including cancer, stroke, and heart disease, which is the number one cause of
death in the United States (Mozaffarian et al., 2016). It also contributes to negative mental health
and poor psychological well-being. Obesity is also highly stigmatized, which negatively affects
social and relational health, as well as inhibits communication about the topic. Because of the
pervasiveness and complexity of obesity, it is difficult to address all of the barriers to losing
weight, although weight-loss is important for mitigating the negative effects of obesity. In an
effort to more precisely understand how to address the obesity epidemic at an interpersonal level,
this study will focus on stress levels and relational factors as variables that are expected to
impact weight-loss.
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Chapter 3: The Stress System
Stress levels are associated with weight, obesity, and other health factors (Smith, 1996).
Stress is defined as a reaction to excess pressure or demands, resulting when perceived pressure
exceeds the perceived ability to cope, and/or as a person’s reaction to an impeding threat or
challenge (Gyllensten, Palmer, & Farrants, 2005). Stressors can be chronic or acute, and related
to a single event or a series of events. As such, stress is additive in nature, with daily stressors
and major life events combining to contribute to an individual’s stress level (Delognis, Coyne,
Dakof, Folkman & Lazarus, 1982; Maes, Vingerhoets, & Van Heck, 1987; Falconier, Nussbeck,
Bodenmann, Schneider, & Bradbury, 2015).
Importantly, activation and intensity of the stress response also depends on an
individual’s past experiences, individual resilience, coping mechanisms, and trait anxiety
(Campbell & Ehlert, 2012; McEwen, 2008). Constant activation of the body’s stress response
creates unique chronic stress effects, which in turn can lead to allostatic load. Allostatic load is a
degradation of the body due to repeated and continued activation of the stress response, which
overwhelms and taxes the system (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004). High levels of allostatic load
can cause exaggerated stress reactions to even the most minor of stressors, as the system is
already stretched to its limit.
High levels of stress are associated with many adverse physiological health outcomes,
including obesity (Kouvonen, Kivimäki, Cox, Cos, & Vahtera, 2005; Brunner, Chandola, &
Marmot, 2007), a higher likelihood of cardiovascular disease (Belkic, Landsbergis, Schnall, &
Baker, 2004), and impaired immune system functioning (McEwen, 1998). Additionally, a
number of adverse psychological health outcomes can result from stress, including depression
(Reiche, Nunes, & Morimoto, 2004), aggressiveness and anti-social behavior (Gershon, Barocas,
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Canton, & Vlahov, 2008; Sprague, Verona, Kalkhoff, & Kilmer, 2011), and anxiety (McEwen,
2008). In a vicious cycle, depression can also cause people to eat more and exercise less, further
contributing to obesity issues (Luppino, et al. 2010).
Regarding obesity, Cuevas, Chen, Thurber, Slopen, and Williams (2019) found that
psychosocial stressors were strongly associated with increased risk of obesity, especially
financial strain and relationship stressors. They also found cumulative exposure to many
stressors significantly related to increased odds of obesity. A meta-analysis of longitudinal
studies showed a relationship between psychosocial stressors and fat accumulation (Wardle,
Chida, Gibson, Whitaker, & Steptoe, 2011). Chronic stress is related to how fat is deposited in
the body, with higher stress leading to fat deposits into places that cause more health
complications (Epel et al., 2000; Jayo, Shively, Kaplan, Manuck, 1993; Scott, Melhorn, & Sakai,
2012). Additionally, stress can alter food choices towards those that are higher in calories and
sugar while also lowering the cognitive abilities of executive function and self-regulation, further
increasing the risk for obesity (Dallman, Pecoraro & la Fleur, 2005; Rutters et al., 2012;
Tomiyama, 2019; Wardle, Steptoe, Oliver, & Lipsey 2000). Because of this, obesity experts
recommend stress management as a key factor to promoting weight-loss (Dallman, 2010;
Drapeau, Therrien, Richard, & Tremblay, 2001; Tomiyama, 2019).
Specific Biological Mechanisms
To further understand the body’s stress reaction, it is important to know the systematic
underpinnings of the stress response. Physiological responses to a stressful event occur through a
combination of the nervous and endocrine systems. When a stressor is detected, the fast-acting
parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) and the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) are activated,
releasing catecholamines, increasing heart rate, and inducing sweat secretions. This is known as
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the “fight or flight” response, and causes the release of epinephrine, norepinephrine, and other
hormones, including salivary alpha-amylase (sAA) (Chrousos & Gold, 1992). sAA often peaks
immediately following an acute stressor and is thought to capture arousal and anxiety, in addition
to stress (Laurent & Powers, 2006).
The slower reacting hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis is also activated in
response to a stressor. The hypothalamus sends a signal to the body triggering the release of
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), which signals the pituitary gland and adrenal glands to
activate, releasing the hormone cortisol into the system (Kemeny, 2003). Cortisol helps to direct
glucose and other resources while reducing the activation of less critical systems such as the
digestion and immune systems (Gunnar, Doom, & Esposito, 2015). Eventually, this process
helps the body to deal with the stressor and then restore the system back to a relaxed,
homeostatic state. Normally, cortisol follows a diurnal pattern of activation, with it being at its
peak in the morning and slowly lowering throughout the day. In response to an acute stressor,
more cortisol is released to help combat the stressor. Often cortisol peaks 15-20 minutes after the
stressor and returns to baseline around 40-60 minutes (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004). This makes
cortisol one of the main reliable biological markers of stress reactance for the HPA axis
(Hellhammer, Wuest, Kudielka, 2008; Shirtcliff, Grander, Booth, & Johnson, 2005).
There is evidence to suggest that cortisol secretion, regulated by the HPA axis, and
obesity are directly related. One commonly cited example of this is Cushing’s syndrome,
characterized by hypercortisolism (Foss & Dyrstad, 2011; Pasquali, & Vicennati, 2000).
Cushing’s syndrome is caused by an overabundance of cortisol in the body, either from the
body’s own production or from taking medications, and whose major symptoms include fat
deposits on the waist, face, neck, and back. Cushing’s syndrome can be treated with medications,
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but if left untreated can cause serious medical conditions including hypertension, bone loss, and
type 2 diabetes (Newell-Price, Bertagna, Grossman, & Nieman, 2006). Conversely, those with
Addison’s Disease, characterized by adrenal insufficiency including hypocortisolism, have
marked weight-loss and hypoglycemia, which can be life threatening (Ten, New, & Maclaren,
2001). Taken together, these opposing conditions demonstrate the strong relationship between
weight and cortisol production.
The HPA axis is also related to weight-gain and obesity outside of clinical conditions.
When the HPA axis is overactive (e.g., in response to a chronic stressor or conditions of
allostatic load), it affects the function of sex steroids, growth hormones, and thyroid secretions
by inhibiting hormone production (Chrousos & Gold, 1992; Pasquali, & Vicennati, 2000). The
inhibition of hormone production has other effects on the body, including being associated with
visceral fat accumulation (Björntorp, 1996) and abnormal metabolism (Björntorp & Rosmond,
2000b). Abnormal activation of the HPA axis impacts insulin levels in the body and changes
insulin metabolism, contributing to insulin resistance. The body may compensate by producing
extra insulin, which could result in fat storage and hypertension (Calew Nagel, & Shore, 1994;
Dallman, Pecoraro & la Fleur, 2005; Mikhail, Golub, & Tuck, 1999; Smith & Minson, 2012).
Cortisol may also contribute to obesity by affecting leptin production. Leptin is a peptide
hormone that balances energy by telling the body that it is full, thereby encouraging food intake
to stop, and diminishes fat storage (Hall et al., 2010; Smith & Minson, 2012). However,
Björntorp and Rosmond (2000a) found that HPA axis activation my interfere with the regulatory
function of the leptin system, leading to leptin resistance, which in turn translates into eating
more food and not feeling full quickly. Obese individuals also have increased levels of leptin but
not a corresponding loss of appetite, suggesting leptin resistance (Hall et al. 2010; Smith &
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Minson, 2012). Activation of the stress system can also release other hormones related to
appetite, increasing cravings for food, especially foods high in fat and sugar (Hewagalamulge,
Lee, Clarke, & Henry, 2016; Scott, Melhorn, & Sakai, 2012).
Cortisol clearance (how much cortisol is being metabolized by the body) is changed in
obese individuals and concentrated in certain areas (such as the liver), contributing to extra
activation of the HPA axis. This extra activation of the HPA axis in obese individuals contributes
to the increase in cardiovascular risk and hypertension, as well as sleep issues (Andrew, Phillips,
& Walker, 1998; Lucassen & Cizza, 2012; Pasquali, & Vicennati, 2000). HPA activation can
also lead to glucocorticoid feedback resistance in obese individuals (Jessop, Dallman, Fleming,
& Lightman, 2001). In other words, it takes a lot longer to re-absorb the cortisol and return to
homeostasis, and excess cortisol is stored in fat cells. People with abdominal obesity have higher
cortisol levels than those with less abdominal obesity (Hewagalamulge, Lee, Clarke, & Henry,
2016). Consequently, HPA axis activation from stressor response can lead to visceral fat
accumulation, and this fat accumulation impacts HPA axis activation, contributing to abnormal
HPA axis functioning and allostatic load (Drapeau, Therrien, Richard, & Tremblay, 2001; Fodd
& Dyrstad, 2011; Salehi, Ferenczi, & Zumoff, 2005; Rutters et al., 2012). However, weight-loss
has been shown to lower or reverse the overreaction of the stress system (Tentolouris, Liatis, &
Katsilambros, 2006). To summarize, physiological stress directly relates to obesity through
activation of the HPA axis, impacting various systems and hormones, and obesity leads to further
stress by in turn impacting HPA axis functioning at a biological level; weight-loss may help
mitigate these effects, along with reducing the common co-morbidities such as hypertension and
diabetes.
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Summary
Stress is a pervasive part of human life. A variety of stressors contribute to a
physiological stress response that in turn impacts physical and mental health. The physiological
stress response consists of two key systems, one fast acting (SNS) and one slow acting (HPA).
The release of cortisol from the HPA axis is of particular interest in the present study. Constant
activation of the HPA system and subsequent cortisol release is a contributing factor to allostatic
load and the negative health outcomes related to chronic stress, including obesity (National
Institute of Health, 2009). Obesity in turn impacts the HPA axis and the processing of cortisol
and energy regulation (Scott, Melhorn, & Sakai, 2012). Additionally, stress is intrinsically tied to
relationships and communication, with numerous studies examining the links between various
aspects of relationships and cortisol reactance (e.g., Aloia & Solomon, 2014; Falconier, et al,
2015; Pauley, Floyd & Hesse, 2015; Priem & Solomon, 2011). As discussed before, obesity is
also stigmatized in relationships, which can trigger stress reactance and may in turn contribute to
further weight gain (Tomiyama, 2014). This study will look at these interconnected pieces and
utilize cortisol as a measurement for stress reactance in order to examine its relationship with
overweight and obese couples’ communication about weight-loss during a weight-loss
intervention.
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Chapter 4: Theory of Resilience and Relational Load
A useful framework for investigating the associations among communication, stress, and
relational outcomes is the Theory of Resilience and Relational Load (TRRL) (Afifi, Merrill, &
Davis, 2016). According to the theory, relationships are systems of stress, intrinsically connected
to both people in the relationship. In addition, there are many external stressors (e.g., money,
work, children) that couples must manage. Some relationships adapt well and thrive when faced
with adversity and stress, leading to resilience and positive outcomes. However, some
relationships do not adapt well when faced with stress and fail to thrive. People invest in their
relationship by engaging in prosocial maintenance behaviors and actions, such as spending time
together, working toward mutual goals, and using positive, prosocial communication such as
being civil and respectful, affectionate, supportive, and disclosing (Afifi et al., 2016). These
behaviors are used to maintain the relationship and make people feel validated, loved, and secure
in their relationship, which according to the TRRL, in turn builds emotional capital. Having
emotional capital helps make couples more resilient to deal with stressful times (Afifi et al.,
2016). The more resilient the relationship, the more likely the couple is to continue to use
positive communication behaviors with each other, even when faced with a stressor. In addition,
resilient couples are likely to have lower stress levels (both perceived and physiological), and to
have better relational quality, relational satisfaction, and physical health (Afifi et al., 2016; Afifi,
2018).
Building and Maintaining a Communal Orientation
According to the TRRL, the couples who are most likely to invest in their relationships
and perform relational maintenance behaviors are those who are more communally oriented
(Afifi et al., 2016). Communal orientation is when couples are more cohesive and view their
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relationship as an interdependent unit. When confronted with difficult times, such couples view
themselves as unified against a stressor. Couples who are more communal in orientation are
more likely to invest in their relationship over time and communicate in ways that show
appreciation and love (Afifi et al., 2016). By maintaining a more communal mindset about the
relationship and looking at one’s partner as part of a cohesive team, couples promote emotional
reserves. Emotional reserves are like emotional capital; wells of emotional resources to draw
upon to help with emotional labor and to deal with stressors. Emotional reserves help couples to
appraise each other and stressful situation more positively, which in turn promotes resilience and
helps to manage stress more effectively. Resilient communal couples are less likely to view
events as stressful, and when they do experience a stressor, they are more likely to use positive
communication behaviors with each other (Afifi, 2018). Over time, these positive maintenance
behaviors lead to a stronger communal orientation for the couple, forming a feedback loop (Afifi,
2018).
Conversely, couples who communicate negatively (e.g., use disrespectful language,
blame, attack, criticize) are more likely to have lower relational quality and satisfaction, and
therefore have lower amounts of emotional reserves (Afifi et al., 2016). When faced with a
stressor, couples with less emotional reserves are more likely to communicate negatively. Such
communication then depletes their emotional reserves further. This leaves the couple lacking
resilience and unable to weather the stressors as easily, since they lack the positive reserves to
call upon. A reduction of resilience leads to higher levels of reactance to stress, which
contributes to poorer health and less relationship satisfaction (Afifi et al., 2016).
Similarly, relationships can also become tired and degraded due to chronic stress and the
depletion of emotional resources. Couples who do not have a communal orientation and fail to
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positively maintain their relationship will experience what the theory calls relational load (Afifi
et al., 2016). Relational load, similar to the concept of allostatic load, is the wear and tear on a
relationship after many instances of negative communication. After experiencing chronic stress
and continuous drains on emotional, psychological, and relational resources due to negative
communication patterns and a lack of maintenance behaviors, couples can experience relational
load and become fatigued. The TRRL posits that relational load contributes negatively to a
couple’s relationship quality, increases loneliness and relational burnout, and makes it less likely
that couples will feel communally oriented (Afifi, 2018; Afifi et al., 2016).
Affection
Affection is one of the most important prosocial relational maintenance behaviors
mentioned in the TRRL (Afifi et al., 2016). Affectionate communication is a person’s expression
to another of feelings of closeness, caring, and fondness (Floyd & Morman, 1998). Affection
that is both wanted and meets an individual’s preferences is important for building and
maintaining healthy relationships, as affectionate communication can help promote closeness,
assist in increasing relational quality, and aid in improving relationship satisfaction (Floyd &
Riforgiate, 2008; Floyd et al., 2014; Floyd, 2016). Affectionate communication can also help
promote longevity in a relationship (Floyd, 2002) and help couples work through transgressions
and conflicts (Horan, 2012). Additionally, if preferred affection levels in a relationship are not
met, feelings of affection deprivation may arise, which can lead to negative consequences
(Floyd, 2014; Hesse & Mikkelson, 2016). Much of the research on affectionate communication
has been conducted using Affection Exchange Theory (AET) as a theoretical framework (for indepth review see Floyd, 2006).
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Affection is a basic human need and a primary drive for humans to create relationships
(Floyd & Mormon, 1997). Children who are denied sensory stimulation, especially touch,
movement, and affection often suffer severe detrimental physical, psychological, and emotional
effects (Prescott, 1971; Prescott, 1980). Consistent with the need to belong theory and tend and
befriend theory, humans are born with the innate need and ability to establish and maintain
relationships (Taylor, 2006). People need to express affection and have affection expressed back
to them in order to function properly. People who lack interpersonal connection or are isolated
for extended periods of time often end up suffering from relationship deprivation (Baumeister &
Leary, 1995; Taylor, 2006).
Affection is both an emotion that can be felt and a behavior that can be expressed (Floyd,
2006). Affection can be expressed in three ways. First, affection can be expressed via direct
verbal communication, including intimate disclosures (e.g., “I love you”), emotional expressions
(e.g., “you make me happy), compliments, and praise. Second, affection can be expressed with
direct non-verbal communication, including physical affection, such as hugging, kissing, and
touching, warm tones of voice, smiling, and eye contact. A third form of affectionate
communication is indirect non-verbal communication, such as using support actions (e.g.,
making dinner, empathic listening) or through idiomatic behaviors that have developed in the
relationship (Floyd, 2016). There are also cultural norms related to affectionate communication.
Generally, men and women are socialized to communicate affection differently, with women
being allowed to more freely give and receive overt affection, whereas men are taught to be more
emotionally suppressive and express emotion more indirectly and instrumentally (Floyd &
Mormon, 2001).
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Importantly, affectionate communication has been linked with a range of physical health
outcomes. Affection is often characterized as a stress buffer, promoting positive health outcomes
and reducing the psychological and physiological risks associated with stress, as well as
improving psychological well-being (Aloia & Brecht, 2017; Floyd & Riforgiate, 2008; Floyd et
al., 2014). When individuals receive affection that is wanted, there should be a positive
physiological reaction, including improvements in immunocompetence, reductions in cortisol,
and increases in oxytocin (Floyd, 2006; Jakubiak & Feeney, 2016). For example, Floyd et al.
(2007) found that expressing affection during an episode of stress helped cortisol levels return to
baseline more quickly. Floyd et al. (2009) found that couples who increased their affectionate
kissing saw improvements in perceived stress, lower cholesterol, and increased relationship
satisfaction as compared to a control group. Additionally, a lack of affection has been shown to
negatively impact health. Floyd (2014) connected a lack of affection to increases in stress,
depression, anxiety, and immune disorders. Floyd (2016) also showed that a lack of affection
was associated with greater perceptions of physical pain and poorer sleep quality.
Regarding the relational consequences of affectionate communication, Floyd and
Riforgiate (2008) characterize affection as among “the most consequential communicative
behaviors for the formation and maintenance of marriages and other significant pair bonds”
(p.1). Related, Horan (2012) states that affection is a “main indicator of relational climate” and
that a lack of affection may indicate “decreased investment and future turbulence” (p. 123). The
connection between affectionate communication and relational maintenance, as well as the link
between affectionate communication and physical health, helps support the TRRL’s predictions
that positive maintenance behaviors, like affection, aid in building not only emotional reserves,
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but also resilience to physical stress. Therefore, affection, in addition to communication climate
as a whole, is an important aspect to examine when testing the TRRL.
Support for the TRRL
Though relatively new, the TRRL has already been supported in several contexts. The
theory grew out of a study of families who were experiencing difficult economic times during
the Great Recession of 2007-2009 (Afifi, Davis, Merrill, Coveleski, Denes, & Shahnazi, 2018).
Research showed that some couples thrived despite more objective levels of hardship, and that
these couples had a stronger communal orientation, more resilience, and more positive
communication with each other. Couples who were less communal had negative communication
patterns, and often were entrenched in cyclical conflict, blaming each other for the hard times,
even if their stress was objectively less than the other couple’s in the study (Afifi, Davis, Merrill,
Coveleski, Denes, & Shahnazi, 2018).
The theory was explicitly tested in a study investigating how couples reacted to the
stressor of having a child with type I diabetes (Afifi et al. 2018). The study used an experimental
design in which some couples increased their positive communication behaviors with their
partners for two weeks. Couples in the experimental group had less overall diabetes-related stress
and more resilience. The study found that couples that were more communally oriented
maintained their relationship better and felt less stressed overall about their child’s condition
compared to couples with lower communal orientation. The communally oriented couples were
also able to talk about diabetes more constructively and were not as stressed after communicating
about it.
One study tested the TRRL in the context of mother-adolescent communication in lowincome Latino families (Guntzviller, & Wang, 2019). This study examined how relational
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maintenance and relational goals interact in the context of the stressor of language brokering,
which is when a bilingual adolescent translates for their parents or family members. Familial
dyads were surveyed about their goals, maintenance, stressors, and emotions. In line with the
TRRL, the results indicated a relationship between higher relational maintenance/social support
and reduced stress/depression. Additionally, lower relational maintenance was associated with
increased stress and depression, unless there was already a significantly strong relationship
between the dyads to act as a stress buffer (Guntzviller, & Wang, 2019).
The TRRL was also tested in a study investigating dual-career families and how they use
relational maintenance to manage their everyday stress (Afifi, Harrison, Zamanzadeh, &
Acevedo Callejas, 2020). This study examined multiple families over time, measuring their
stress levels, conflict levels, and relational maintenance. Results generally supported the tenets of
the TRRL, with less maintenance predicting more stress (psychological and physiological) for
most family members. Relational maintenance was also associated with less conflict (Afifi,
Harrison, Zamanzadeh, & Acevedo Callejas, 2020).
Lastly, a study utilized the TRRL to examine the impact of voting patterns and the
transition to the Trump presidency on romantic relationships (Afifi, Zamanzadeh, Harrison, &
Torrez, 2020). Couples were surveyed at three different points in the presidential transition about
their communal orientation, relational load, conflict, relational resilience, relational maintenance,
voting differences, and election related stress. Results supported the TRRL, with relational
maintenance positively related to communal orientation, emotional capital, and resilience, while
also negatively correlated with stress, conflict, and relational load. Couples with lower
communal orientation also had lower relational maintenance and higher levels of conflict and
stress (Afifi, Zamanzadeh, Harrison, & Torrez, 2020).
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In summary, the TRRL has now been tested and supported in multiple studies and within
a variety of stressors and contexts. Couples and family members, minority and majority races,
and stressors ranging from health issues to politics have all shown support for the underlying
assumption of the TRRL, including the interconnected relationships between relational
maintenance, communal orientation, resilience, relational load, and stress. However more
research is still needed to examine the theory in further contexts and stressors. To this end, this
study tests the TRRL in a new context: couple’s weight-loss.
Testing the TRRL in the Context of Couples Weight-Loss
Due to the prevalence of obesity and weight issues, many couples struggle to cope with
weight and weight-loss. As discussed previously, weight can be highly stigmatized in
relationships. However, couples have been shown to communally cope with health problems,
even if they fear discrimination, and this can positively impact their relational health and stress
(Smith, Sillars, Chesnut, & Zhu, 2018). Because the TRRL helps to address how couples react to
stressors over time and how they use maintenance behaviors, including affection, to manage
stress, the theory provides a valuable framework for predicting the causes and consequences of
couples’ interactions while trying to manage their weight, including how such interactions
influence long-term health outcomes.
Couples weight-loss is inherently dyadic (Craddock, vanDellen, Novak, & Ranby, 2015).
When partners cohabitate, their weight-loss (and gain) is often interlinked (Dailey, 2018a). One
reason that couples weight-loss is dyadic in nature is because partners can affect food choices.
An unhealthy diet eaten by friends and family is cited as one of the main barriers to weight-loss,
while a key enabling factor to weight-loss is a healthy diet eaten by friends and family (Munt,
Partigdge, & Allman-Farinelli, 2016). Couples often merge individual food choices into a joint
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food system. One partner can also attempt to exert more control or change the other partner’s
food choices. This process can sometimes be a source of conflict when there are incompatible
food goals, or a partner wishes to be more food independent (Bove, Sobal & Rauschenback,
2003). Individuals must balance their aim of sticking to their weight management goals without
compromising their relationship (Romo, 2018).
In addition, partners can use influence to motivate or constrain weight-loss behavior.
Social control is often used in interpersonal relationships to help influence or motivate a
partner’s behavior, including health behaviors (Butterfield & Lewis, 2002; Daily, Richards, &
Romo, 2010). The use of social control is associated with improved health behaviors and
psychological well-being (Craddock et al., 2015). Specifically, partners can utilize either positive
or negative social control strategies to encourage healthier diets or exercise. Positive social
control includes expressing positive emotions, making helpful suggestions, and praising a person
in order to encourage healthy behaviors. Negative social control includes using guilt, negative
emotions, or withdrawal as a means to encourage behaviors. Positive social control is linked to
more positive health behaviors, whereas negative social control is linked to more negative health
behaviors (Burke & Segrin, 2015). Positive social control has also been shown to help improve
relationship satisfaction both when a person uses it to influence their partner and when a person
receives social control from their partner, while negative social control contributes to less
relationship satisfaction (Burke & Segrin, 2016). In other words, when a person uses positive
social control, they feel good about it and it improves their relationship satisfaction. Their partner
also reacts to the confirming statements of positive social control and therefore feels more
satisfied as well. However, negative social control does not provide these positive effects, and in
fact, lowers relationship satisfaction.
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Couples can also enable or provide barriers for each other’s weight-loss. Theiss,
Carptenter, & Leustek, (2016) found that couples had more weight-loss success when they
performed tasks together, such as eating healthier, exercising, and communicating about weight
goals. However, the study also showed that partners could actively discourage or inhibit eating
healthy and exercising, as well as be emotionally and relationally discouraging. This study
provides evidence that partners can impact weight-loss in both positive or negative ways
depending on their behavioral and communicative patterns. Similarly, another study showed that
couples felt more empowered to lose weight if they were working towards a weight-loss goal as
a team and more disempowered if they felt that their partners were not in agreement about
weight-loss or used negative comments (Dailey, 2018a).
In a separate study, Daily (2018b) found that individuals who reported the highest team
effort and a similar approach to weight-loss as their partner were more successful in their weightloss goals. This study also revealed a link between team effort, synchronized relational climate,
and positive communication tactics, such as encouragement (Dailey, 2108b). Furthermore, Burke
and Segrin (2014) found that perceptions of positive communication between romantic partners,
such as positive influence and support, was associated with healthier behaviors including better
diet and more exercise. Dailey, Crook, Glowacki, Prenger and Winslow (2016) also found that
couples that communicated about their health, both accepting and challenging their partners
during these conversations, were more likely to achieve their weight management and diet goals.
The above research demonstrates the interdependent nature of couple’s weight-loss and
the role of communication between relational partners in promoting or inhibiting weight-related
goals. Given the TRRL’s focus on relational partners’ management of stressors, it makes sense
to explore something as inherently dyadic as couples weight-loss through the theory’s lens. In
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addition, the existing research reviewed above reveals a pattern of teamwork and positive
communication aiding in weight-loss, which overlaps well with the TRRL’s prediction that a
communal orientation fosters a positive communication environment which helps couples to deal
with challenges and stressors.
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Chapter 5: The Current Study
To summarize the process detailed in the previous chapter, the TRRL posits a feedback
effect that can happen in both positive and negative directions. Couples who are more communal
will tend to invest more in their relationship by using more positive maintenance behaviors
(including more affectionate communication), which in turn leads to higher levels of emotional
reserves within the relationship. Then when confronted with a stressor, these couples should
have more resilience, resulting in a healthier psychological and physiological response to the
stressor. Viewing themselves as a team, communally oriented couples will communicate more
positively, reinforcing their communal orientation and leading to more emotional reserves and
better relational quality. Thus, the positive feedback loop helps couples handle stress and thrive,
contributing to positive relational and health outcomes.
However, couples who are less communal will likely invest less in their relationship, use
less [positive] maintenance behaviors (including less affectionate communication) and have
fewer emotional reserves. They will thus react to stress more negatively, both physiologically
and psychologically, and communicate more negatively and aggressively. These negative
communication behaviors in turn deplete emotional reserves, increasing relational load and
resulting in less communally oriented behavior that further contributes to stress and negative
relational and health outcomes (for full review of the theory see Afifi, Merrill, & Davis, 2016).
The positive and negative feedback loops proposed in the TRRL are consistent with the
communication and weight-loss literature discussed above, where weight-loss is facilitated by
team orientation, and partners can work to enable or discourage healthy behaviors. The overlap
of these patterns suggests that the TRRL is a useful framework for investigating weight-loss and
communication patterns in couples, especially because weight-loss is often considered to be a
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stigmatized relational stressor. Thus, the present study is the first to test the TRRL in the context
of couples weight-loss, and to test the patterns detailed in the TRRL over the course of a year.
Such an approach provides a robust test of the tenets of the TRRL, and allows for a more
thorough investigation of the feedback process involving the maintenance or deterioration of
couples’ communal orientation.
Exploring how communal orientation changes over three time points will allow for a
clearer examination of the feedback process detailed in the TRRL. In addition, through the lens
of the TRRL, disclosing about a stigmatized topic, especially weight, could be considered a
positive maintenance behavior. Reducing stigma and stress barriers, as well as promoting better
relationships, could lead to better weight outcomes as well. It is possible, then, that feeling open
and able to disclose about weight and weight-loss (i.e., having less stigma) will have positive
outcomes for individuals’ physical and relational health
The current investigation examines physiological and psychological stress responses to
couples’ communication about weight-loss at three points throughout a weight-loss intervention
aimed at couples where both partners are overweight or obese. As this study is not testing the
intervention directly, the intervention conditions will be controlled for in all analyses. Thus, the
present investigation tests whether, regardless of the effects of the weight-loss intervention itself,
communication influences relational and physical health outcomes. In line with the TRRL, it is
predicted that couples with a stronger communal orientation will engage in more affectionate
behavior and promote a positive communication climate when discussing a weight-related
stressor, and that their previous disclosures about weight-related topics will moderate such
associations (as such disclosures may indicate their comfort or stigma toward discussing the
topic). Furthermore, affectionate and positive communication during the conversation should
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mediate the association between communal orientation and stress reactance, such that couples
that are more communally oriented will engage in more affectionate and positive communication
about weight-loss, which will mitigate the physiological stress response to conversations about
weight.
The couples’ ability to handle the stressor should, in turn, contribute to their long-term
relationship well-being. More specifically, how well stress is managed when discussing a
difficult topic (i.e., weight loss) is predicted to negatively associate with communal orientation at
time 2 (6-months into the intervention), such that those who experienced greater stress reactance
(i.e., indicating less resilience to stress) to discussing a weight-related topic should have a lower
communal orientation at time 2, whereas those who managed the stress well (i.e., indicating
higher resilience to stress and lower stress reactance) should have a stronger communal
orientation at time 2. As noted in Chapter 3, cortisol and weight are often positively related to
one another (Chrousos & Gold, 1992). As such, controlling for weight at time 1, stress reactance
should have a positive association with weight at time 2, such that greater stress reactance should
lead to less weight-loss. In other words, a stronger physiological stress response when discussing
a weight related topic may impede weight-loss goals.
Just as in time 1, communal orientation at time 2 should again predict affectionate
communication and communication climate at time 2, controlling for time 1 communal
orientation, such that those who have a stronger communal orientation will have more
affectionate communication and a more positive communication climate, moderated by previous
disclosure about weight. This again, is in line with the predictions of the TRRL, discussed in
Chapter 4. Affectionate communication and communication climate should again mediate the
relationship between communal orientation and stress reactance at time 2. Controlling for time
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1, it is further predicted that stress reactance at time 2 will be positively associated with weight at
time 3 (12 months into the intervention), such that greater stress reactance will lead to less
overall weight-loss. Additionally, controlling for all previous time points, stress reactance at
time 2 will negatively predict communal orientation at time 3, such that lower stress reactance
will lead to a stronger communal orientation.
Based on the literature reviewed and the predictions of the TRRL, the following model
(Figure 1) and hypotheses are proposed:

H1: Communal orientation at baseline will be positively associated with affectionate nonverbal
behavior (a) and a positive communication climate (b) during a conversation about weight-loss at
baseline.
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H2: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) and a positive communication climate (b) during a
conversation about weight-loss at baseline will be negatively related to cortisol reactance
following the conversation.
H3: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) and a positive communication climate (b) during a
conversation about weight-loss at baseline will fully mediate the relationship between communal
orientation and cortisol reactance at baseline.
H4: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will negatively predict
communal orientation at 6-months.
H5: Communal orientation at 6-months will be positively associated with affectionate nonverbal
behavior (a) and a positive communication climate (b) during a conversation about weight-loss at
6-months.
H6: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) and a positive communication climate (b) during a
conversation about weight-loss at 6-months will be negatively related to cortisol reactance to the
conversation at 6-months.
H7: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) and a positive communication climate (b) during a
conversation about weight-loss will fully mediate the relationship between communal orientation
and cortisol reactance at 6-months.
H8: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will be positively
associated with weight at 6-months.
H9: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months will be negatively
associated with communal orientation at 12 months (a) and positively associated with weight (b)
at 12 months.
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H10: Communication openness about weight at baseline will moderate the relationship between
communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior during a conversation about weightloss at baseline (a), and between communal orientation and a positive communication climate
during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline (b), such that as openness increases, the
positive relationship between communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior and
communication climate should become stronger.
H11: Communication openness about weight at 6-months will moderate the relationship between
communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior during a conversation about weightloss at 6-months (a), and between communal orientation and a positive communication climate
during a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months (b), such that as openness increases, the
positive relationship between communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior and
communication climate should become stronger.
In summary, this study aims to test the TRRL in the context of couples weight-loss by
examining the relationship between communal orientation, communicative openness, non-verbal
affection, communication climate, stress, and weight both within each time point and over time.
While all aspects of affectionate communication are important, it was decided to focus on nonverbal affection for the purposes of this study both to provide focus to the study and because
non-verbal affectionate communication is often associated with cortisol reactance in previous
studies (Floyd et al., 2009; Floyd et al., 2014, Floyd et al., 2016). The study will examine if and
how affection and relational maintenance communication behaviors interact with relational
factors, stress, and weight-loss. Based on the previous body of work, it is expected that positive
communication and relational maintenance behaviors produce a continuation of these behaviors
going forward, a buffering of stress (which implies an increase in resilience and emotional
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reserves), and more weight-loss. Ultimately, the study aims to understand which communicative
behaviors and stress responses have the greatest impact over time on two key outcomes of
participants’ health and relationship: communal orientation and weight.
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Chapter 6: Methods
Participants
A community sample of couples (N=64) was recruited from the northeast United States.
Couples were recruited through advertisements and screened by phone/website for eligibility. If
eligible, they were then invited to an orientation session where detailed information about the
study was provided and consent obtained. To be eligible for the study, participants had to be
between 18-70 years old, in a long term committed monogamous relationship, both be
overweight or obese, and not have other major health issues that would inhibit their participation
in the study. Couples reported being married (97%) or unmarried but living together (3%).
Participants ranged in age from 22 to 70 years (M = 53.09, SD = 10.12) and identified as White
(89.6%), Hispanic (3.7%), Asian (3%), African American (3%) and mixed-race (.7%). Most
were well educated with at least a high school education (89%) or a advanced (bachelors or
better) degree (60%). Most were employed full time (70%) or retired (13%), and most had an
average income of over 75,000 a year (78%).
Procedure
This data was collected over the course of a year in 2016 as part of a large NIH-funded
longitudinal experiment that consisted of four time points (baseline, 3 months, 6-months, 12
months), with additional support from a smaller internal university grant (Funding: National
Institutes of Health; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) HL125157, trial
Registration: clinicaltrials.gov NCT02570009; for the original protocol and publication of full
experiment data please see Gorin et al., 2017 and Gorin et al., 2020). Participants were assigned
randomly to a control condition or an experimental condition. Anyone who participated in the
study received 6-months of weekly weight-loss group meetings and the same core information
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about diet and physical activity. Participants in the experimental condition received an extra
training in how to provide autonomy support for weight-loss (detailed below). Participants were
given an honorarium of $25 at 6-months and $40 dollars at 12 months for completing
assessments.
Couples who met the qualifications for participation attended an orientation session
where they signed consent forms, provided a baseline weight/height measurement, and
completed questionnaires. Each couple was invited to participate in a 6-month weight-loss
intervention program that met for weekly 1-hour sessions. These sessions were run by
interventionists with advanced degrees in nutrition, exercise physiology, or behavioral
psychology, and had experience delivering weight-loss treatment. Each person in the dyad was
also placed on a standard caloric and fat restricted diet and encouraged to increase their physical
activity to 60 minutes of moderate intensity activity 5 days per week. Couples in the
experimental condition also received extra group discussions, handouts, and information
encouraging them to be more supportive of their partner. This included trying to elicit and
acknowledge the other partner’s perspectives, minimize control, use non-judgmental and noncritical language, support partner initiatives for change, and develop empathic responding. Each
week, couples were weighed before the intervention class. After the 6-month intervention class,
couples were encouraged to manage their weight on their own for the following 6-months before
returning for a final assessment.
In addition to the weight-loss intervention, couples came into the lab shortly after
orientation for a screening visit where they participated in a video-recorded weight-loss
conversation and provided saliva samples before and after the conversation. They were asked to
attend a second screening visit whenever was most convenient for them where they completed
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additional questionnaires and had a cognitive assessment. Once these screening procedures were
completed, participants were allowed to begin the intervention treatment. Once the intervention
began, couples were asked to come back at 3 months for a brief assessment visit to complete a
questionnaire and be weighed. Couples were then asked to return for a 6-month assessment visit
after completing the intervention course. During the 6-month visit, individuals were weighed and
participated in another weight-loss conversation, with saliva samples collected pre- and postconversation, and completed a questionnaire. Finally, couples were asked to return for a final
assessment visit at 12 months for a weigh-in, weight-loss conversation, and a final questionnaire
(no saliva samples were collected). For the purposes of this dissertation, measures and data were
drawn from questionnaires, weight assessment points, the coded weight conversations, and
salivary samples.
Upon arriving for the lab visits (to participate in weight-related conversations and provide
saliva samples), participants were first escorted to a room where they completed initial
questionnaires about their current health and medication use. They were then informed about the
content of the lab visit: that they would have a video recorded conversation, provide saliva
samples, and complete several surveys. Next, a baseline saliva sample was taken from each
partner. All samples were collected using the oral swab method, which entailed placing a swab
under one’s tongue for 3 minutes until saturated. The swabs were then placed in a labeled tube
and immediately frozen until they were shipped to the lab on dry ice for analysis.
After collecting the baseline saliva sample, the couple was brought to a room containing
a camera and two chairs facing the camera to participate in the conversation part of the visit.
They were given a set of instructions for the 10-minute conversation. For the first five minutes,
they were to pick a topic off the list provided and instructed to role-play (e.g., you come home
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and find your partner watching TV on the couch when they are supposed to be exercising. How
do you react?). All of the role-play scenarios revolved around confronting their spouse/partner
about losing weight or exercising. The first 5-minute part of the conversation task was aimed at
acclimating the participants to the camera. For the second half of the conversation, couples were
instructed to talk about weight-loss in a way that was relevant to their real life and relationship.
After these instructions were explained, participants were then left alone for a few minutes to
decide which topic to discuss for each section of the conversation. Once they selected a topic, the
research assistant started the camera and closed the door to the room so the participants had
privacy to talk. A timer was started, and at the 5-minute mark the research assistant knocked on
the door and partially opened it to inform the participants to switch to the second part of the
conversation. The door was then closed. When an additional 5 minutes passed (so 10 minutes
total, including both parts of the conversation), the research assistant knocked on the door and
opened it, telling the participants to stop the conversation and shutting off the camera. Past
research has shown that 10 minutes of conversation is sufficient to evoke a stress response (Aloia
& Solomon, 2015).
The participants were then escorted to separate rooms and given questionnaires to
complete as they waited to provide the remainder of the saliva samples. The questionnaires were
specifically compiled to make sure there were no stressful or reactive questions in them that
would affect the cortisol response. Additional saliva samples were collected at 5, 20, and 40
minutes after the end of the conversation, to capture the trajectory of cortisol following the
potentially stressful conversation. Obtaining saliva samples is a common way to assess cortisol
levels (Ali & Pressner, 2012; Shirtcliff et al., 2005). Since HPA activation takes approximately
15 minutes post-stressor, it is necessary to collect the samples at various time intervals in order
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to capture changes from the baseline sample (Ali & Preussner, 2012). Once all samples had been
collected and the questionnaires completed, the participants were thanked for their time and
escorted out of the lab.
Measures
Demographics. Participants reported on a variety of demographics, including sex, age,
date of birth, education, employment, marital status, race/ethnicity, income, and household size.
Weight. Weight was measured via professional scales at baseline, 3-month, 6-month and
12-month intervals for each participant.
Communal orientation. Relationship quality was measured using the Norton (1983)
Quality of Marriage Index. Items were assessed on a 5 item Likert scale, with anchors from
strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Example items include: “We have a good
relationship”, “My relationship to my spouse/partner is very stable”, and “I feel like I am part of
a team with my spouse/partner”. Alpha reliabilities for this scale were good at all time points
(Baseline: α=.96; 6-month: α=.96; 12-month: α=.97).
Stress reactance. Salivary cortisol samples were collected via the oral swab method
before the weight related conversation and at three time points following the conversation, as
described in the procedures. All samples were immediately frozen for analysis. Samples were
taken at the lab visits at baseline and 6-months. The present analysis focuses on the saliva
samples collected at baseline, 20 minutes post-conversation, and 40 minutes post-conversation,
which were meant to capture changes in cortisol. Stress reactance used in analysis was calculated
using the formula provided by Pruessner et al. (2013) as area under the curve with respect to
ground (AUCg), which captures the changes in cortisol across the three time points with respect
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to ground (or zero), and is useful indicator of total reactance across these three points. The
formula used to calculate this is as follows:

While there are other ways to measure cortisol reactance and area under the curve, AUCg was
chosen for this study as it is a good indicator of both intensity and sensitivity of the HPA axis
system, and takes into account total reactivity over the entire post-conversation period (see Aloia
& Solomon, 2015a for review). This should provide the best way to capture not only how strong
a reaction was, but account for allostatic load since it considers the system’s sensitivity.
Communication openness. Communication openness was measured with 4 items from
an adapted version of the Important Others Questionnaire (Williams, Lynch, McGregor, Ryan,
Sharp, & Deci, 2006). Each item was measured on a 1-7 Likert type scale, from not at all true
(1), to somewhat true (4), to very true (7). Items included, “My spouse/partner encourages me to
talk about my weight management”, “I am able to be open with my spouse/partner about my
weight management goals”, “My spouse/partner listens to how I would like to do things
regarding my weight management goals”, and “I am able to share my feelings about my weight
management goals with my spouse/partner”. Alpha reliabilities for the scale were good at all
time points (Baseline: α=.77; 6-month: α=.76; 12-month: α=.78).
Nonverbal affection. The recorded conversations were coded for affectionate nonverbal
behaviors. As the first half of the video was used to acclimate participants to the camera, only the
second half (i.e., the latter 5 minutes of the 10 minutes of video) was coded. An affectionate
nonverbal behavior is defined as an expression used during an interaction that shows an
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emotional state of closeness and liking/loving, over and above a behavior that is merely meant to
be immediate or attention getting (Burgoon, Guerrero & Floyd, 2016).
Two research assistants were trained for over 25 hours using a codebook developed by
the author based on the Affectionate Communication Index (Floyd & Morman, 1998) and Afifi
et al.’s (2016) list of positive maintenance behaviors. The codebook consisted of a variety of
different nonverbal affectionate behaviors assessed on a scale from 1 = behavior did not occur at
all to 9 = behavior occurs constantly or with significant intensity, as well as an overall
measurement of affectionate communication. In the codebook, each behavior was described in
detail and scale anchors were explicitly defined (See appendix I for complete codebook).
Coders were given an instruction manual for the precise way to watch and code each
video. These instructions were adapted from past nonverbal studies (Burgoon, Kirk, & Pfau,
1990), the Nonverbal Immediacy Behaviors Scale (Burgoon, 1984), and the Iowa Family
Interaction Rating Scale (Williamson, Bradbury, Trail, & Karney, 2011). Coders were instructed
to watch each video three times. Coders were instructed to watch one minute of video, then
pause to rate one participant’s behavior according to the scales provided. They did this every
minute for the entire 5 minutes, repeating the process for the second participant. Once scores
were collected for each participant, coders watched the 5-minute segment of the video in its
entirety, then rated the couples as a whole on a number of measures. Coders practiced on
unrelated practice videos until adequate inter-coder reliability was established. ReCAl2
(http://dfreelon.org/utils/recalfront/recal2/) was used to calculate Krippendorf’s Alpha for each
variable. Coder reliability ranged from .70 to .90 for each variable coded, consistent with past
research (Burgoon & Koper, 1984). Once reliability was established, coders then each coded half
of the videos. Affectionate communication scores were calculated by averaging the score of each
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of the 5 minutes into an overall affectionate communication score for each person. The
reliabilities on these scores were good (Baseline: α=.88; 6-month: α=.83; 12-month: α=.93.
Communication climate. In order to measure the overall positivity/negativity or
facilitative/disruptive feeling of the communication, the Communication Skills Test (Floyd &
Markman, 1984; Floyd, O’Farrell, & Goldberg, 1987; Gottman, Markman, & Notarius, 1997)
was modified for use in the video coding. Coders rated each participant at each minute of the
video with “overall, how positive was the participant’s communication” and “overall how
positive was the interaction” from 1 (very negative) to 5 (very positive), with 3 being neutral.
Once the coders watched the entire video uninterrupted, an overall score from 1-5 was given for
the interaction as a whole. Again, ReCAl2 (http://dfreelon.org/utils/recalfront/recal2/) was used
to calculate Krippendorf’s Alpha for each minute and for overall score. Coder reliability ranged
from .80 to .90 for each minute and for overall score. Overall communication climate score for
each person was computed by averaging together the interaction score across all 5 minutes. The
reliability for these scores were good (Baseline: α=..91; 6-month: α=.69; 12-month: α=.93).
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Chapter 7: Analysis and Results
Descriptive statistics for each variable are presented in Table 1. A correlation matrix for
each time point and a grand correlation matrix across all three time points are presented in Tables
2-5. Independent sample t-tests were conducted for all primary study variables to examine
possible sex differences. The only variable that differed significantly by sex was weight for all
time points (Baseline: t(126)=5.911, p<.001; 6 Month: t(116)=5.482, p<.001; 12 month:
t(100)=4.97, p<.001). As such, sex was controlled for in any analysis involving weight. No other
variables differed significantly by sex according to the t-tests. Independent samples t-tests were
also conducted for all primary study variables to determine if the experimental conditions that
were part of the parent project (but not part of this study) had an effect on the key variables of
interest. The only variables that differed by condition were communication openness at 12
months (t(104)=-1.915, p=.058) and communication climate at 12 months (t(60)=2.091, p=.04).
Therefore, experimental condition was controlled for in all analyses.
HLM Analysis
As the data was measured at an individual level but was nested within a dyad, an
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated to determine if there was significant
variance explained at the level of dyad, which would indicate a need for multilevel analysis.
Values over .05 are taken as an indication of substantial clustering at level 2. Level 2
significance was not indicated for cortisol (ICC =.04) but was for most of the variables
(Orientation ICC=.51, Affectionate communication ICC=.39, Communication climate ICC =.41;
Weight ICC=.27, Communication openness ICC=.26). Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) was
employed for the primary testing of the hypotheses using the HLM SSI full software to account
for dyadic effects. Additionally, HLM is useful for analyzing longitudinal data as well, as it deals
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with missing data and issues of normalcy in the data robustly (Luke, 2019). Kenny, Kashy,
Cook, & Simpson (2006) note that the typical sample size for a dyadic study is estimate at
around N=80 couples, and that this size is may have trouble detecting small effect sizes. This
study had an N=64 couples, and so is also underpowered to detect small (.1) effect sizes.
All level-1 predictor variables were transformed into z-scores prior to being entered into
the HLM model in order to center the variables and standardize the results. Restricted maximum
likelihood was used because it works better with smaller samples sizes, and some tests had
missing data (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) due to attrition and no cortisol collection at 12-months.
Error terms were allowed to vary at both levels. The following general equations were used, with
level two variables always being dyad and group (experimental condition) and level 1 only
varying by variables entered:
Level 1 model: DVij = β0j + β1j*(X1ij) + β2j*(X2ij) + β3j*(X3ij) + β4j*(X4ij) + β5j*(X5ij) +
β6j*(X6ij) + eij
Level 2 model: β0j = γ00 + γ01*(DYADj) + γ02*(GROUPj) + u0j
β1j = γ10
β2j = γ20
β3j = γ30
β4j = γ40
β5j = γ50
β6j = γ60
Mixed model: DVij = γ00 + γ01*DYADj + γ02*GROUPj
+ γ10*X1ij
+ γ20*X2ij
+ γ30*X3ij
+ γ40*X3ij
+ γ50*X4ij
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+ γ60*X5ij
+ u0j+ eij
Tables 6-9 show results for all HLM hypothesis testing. Hypotheses 1-3 concerned the
relationship between communal orientation, affectionate communication, communication climate
and cortisol at baseline time. Hypothesis 10 was to test possible moderation effects of
communication openness on the paths from communal orientation to affectionate communication
and communication climate. To test these hypotheses, separate HLM models were tested
predicting affectionate communication, communication climate, and cortisol as DVs.
For the affectionate communication model, level 1 variables were weight, sex, openness,
and communal orientation, level 2 variables were dyad and group (σ2=.79). Sex (β(101)=.149,
S.E.=.22, p=.496), weight (β(101)=-.11, S.E.=.11, p=.291) and communal orientation
(β(101)=.095, S.E.=.105, p=.369) were not significant predictors of affectionate communication,
but communication openness was (β(101)=.203, S.E.=.112, p=.04). Dyad (β(101)=.004,
S.E.=.005, p=.473) and group (β(101)=.011, S.E.=.197, p=.954) were also not significant
predictors of affectionate communication.
To test communication climate, level 1 variables were weight, sex, communication
openness, affectionate communication, and communal orientation, level 2 variables were dyad
and group (σ2=.35). Again, sex (β(101)=-.106, S.E.=.15, p=.467), weight (β(101)=-.005,
S.E.=.07, p=.945), communication openness (β(101)=.03, S.E =.07, p=.694), and communal
orientation (β(101)=-0.05, S.E =.07, p=.944) were not a significant predictors of communication
climate, but affectionate communication did predict communication climate strongly
(β(101)=.78, S.E.=.07, p<.001). Dyad (β(101)=.003, S.E =.36, p=.473) and group were not
significant (β(101)=.01, S.E =.07, p=.954).
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To test cortisol reactance levels at baseline, level 1 variables were sex, weight,
affectionate communication, communication openness, communal orientation, and
communication climate, level 2 variables were dyad and group (σ2=.48). Both affectionate
communication (β(77)=.45, S.E.=.152, p=.004) and communication climate (β(77)=-.33,
S.E.=.15, p=.025) were significant predictors of cortisol reactance, but no other variables (sex:
β(77)=.009, S.E.=.20, p=.962; weight: β(77)=.03, S.E.=.10, p=.785; communication openness:
β(77)=.224 S.E.=.01, p=.819; communal orientation: β(77)=-.045, S.E.=.10, p=.641, dyad:
β(77)=-.005, S.E.=.006, p=.45; group: β(77)=-0.24, S.E.=.18, p=.179) predicted cortisol
reactance significantly.
Hypothesis 1a predicted that communal orientation at baseline would be positively
associated with affectionate communication during the weight-related conversation at baseline.
The model testing above indicated no significant relationship between communal orientation and
affectionate communication. Therefore, H1a was not supported. Hypothesis 1b predicted a
positive association between communal orientation and communication climate during the
weight-related conversation at baseline. Model testing revealed no significant relationship
between communal orientation and communication climate, therefore, H1b was not supported.
Hypothesis 2a predicted a negative association between affectionate communication and
cortisol reactance. As shown in the HLM test above, affectionate communication did have a
significant association to cortisol reactance, but it predicted positively, therefore H2a was not
supported. Hypothesis 2b predicted a negative association between communication climate and
cortisol reactance, and this was supported by the HLM test. Hypothesis 3 predicted that
affectionate communication (a) and communication climate (b) would fully mediate the
relationship between communal orientation and cortisol reactance at baseline. This was not
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supported as the HLM tests above indicated that there is no direct relationship between
communal orientation and affectionate communication or communication climate.
Hypothesis 10 predicted that communication openness about weight at baseline would
moderate the effect of communal orientation on (a) affectionate communication and (b)
communication climate during the weight-related conversation, such that as communication
openness increases, strength of the association would also increase. As indicated by the above
HLM tests, this is not supported as there were no direct effects from communal orientation to
either affectionate communication or communication climate. In order to examine if openness
was having any effect on baseline variables, as could be expected given the literature concerning
stigma within a dyad (Wott & Carels, 2010), a post hoc analysis was conducted to determine if
communal orientation predicted communication openness, but it was not significant (β(101)=.25,
S.E =.23, p=.29).
Hypothesis 4 predicted that cortisol at baseline would negatively predict communal
orientation at 6-months. To test the hypothesis, communal orientation at 6-months was entered as
a DV and level 1 predictor variables were sex, weight, communication openness, communication
climate, communal orientation, and cortisol reactance from baseline, level 2 predictors were
dyad and group (σ2=.54). None of the variables were significant (sex: β(73)=.08, S.E =.22,
p=.70; weight: β(73)=-.03, S.E =.11, p=.81; communication openness: β(73)=.11, S.E =.11,
p=.29; cortisol reactance: (β(73)=.02, S.E =.18, p=.85; dyad: β(73)=.005, S.E =.007, p=.43;
group: β(73)=.036, S.E =.20, p=.50) except for communal orientation at baseline, which was
included as a control variable (β(73)=.46, S.E =.10, p=.007) and communication climate which
was approaching significance β(73)=.18, S.E =.09, p=.06). (Correlation between communal
orientation at time 1 and communal orientation at time 2 is r=.644, p<.01). However, as cortisol
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reactance at baseline did not predict communal orientation at 6-months, hypothesis 4 was not
supported.
Hypotheses 5-7 concerned the relationship between communal orientation, affectionate
communication, communication climate, and cortisol at 6-months. Hypothesis 11 was to test
possible moderation effects of communication openness on the paths from communal orientation
to affectionate communication and communication climate at 6-months.
For the affectionate communication model, level 1 variables were weight, sex, openness,
and communal orientation from time 2, level 2 predictors were group and dyad (σ2=.54).
Communal orientation (β(89)=.28, S.E.=.114, p=.02) was a significant predictor of affectionate
communication during weight-related conversations at 6-months, but no other level 1 variables
predicted affectionate communication significantly (sex: β(73)=.33, S.E =.22, p=.13; weight:
β(73)=-.08, S.E =.11, p=.46; communication openness: β(73)=.04, S.E =.12, p=.72). For level 2,
group did not predict affectionate communication (β(73)=-.07, S.E =.20, p=.72), but dyad did
predict significantly here (β(73)=.01, S.E =.004, p=.006).
In the communication climate model, level 1 variables from time 2 were weight, sex,
communication openness, affectionate communication, and communal orientation, level 2
variables were dyad and group (σ2=.41). Communal orientation (β(89)=.05, S.E =.64, p=.519),
weight (β(89)=-.06, S.E =.08, p=.477), sex (β(89)=-.01, S.E =.18, p=.944), communication
openness (β(89)=-.06, S.E =.09, p=.508), were not a significant predictors of communication
climate, but affectionate communication did predict communication climate strongly
(β(89)=.758, S.E.=.08, p<.001). For level 2 predictors group was approaching significance as a
predictor of communication climate (β(89)=.292, S.E =.15, p=.06) and dyad predicted
significantly (β(89)=-.02, S.E =.003, p<.01),
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To test cortisol reactance in response to the weight-related conversation at 6-months,
level 1 variables entered from time 2 were sex, weight, affectionate communication, openness,
orientation, and communication climate, level 2 variables were group and dyad (σ2=1.27). None
of the variables entered into the model were significant predictors of cortisol reactance (sex:
β(59)=-.18, S.E =.36, p=.61; weight: β(59)=.02, S.E =.19, p=.91; affectionate communication:
β(59)=-.14, S.E =.37, p=.70; communication openness: β(59)=.19, S.E =.18, p=.30; communal
orientation: β(59)=-.04, S.E =.23, p=.85; communication climate: β(59)=.207, S.E =.36, p=.56;
group: β(59)=.10, S.E =.35, p=.77; dyad: β(59)=.008, S.E =.01, p=.72).
Hypothesis 5a predicted that communal orientation at 6-months would be positively
associated with affectionate communication at 6-months. The above HLM model tested revealed
a significant relationship between communal orientation and affectionate communication.
Therefore, H5a is supported. Hypothesis 5b predicted a positive association between communal
orientation and communication climate. The HLM test above showed no significance between
communal orientation and communication climate, therefore H5b was not supported. Hypothesis
6a predicted a negative association between affectionate communication and cortisol reactance.
Affectionate communication was not related to cortisol reactance at time 2, so H6a is not
supported. Hypothesis 6b predicted a negative association between communication climate and
cortisol reactance. The HLM model tested above showed no relationship between
communication climate and cortisol reactance, thus hypothesis 6b was not supported. Hypothesis
7 predicted that affectionate communication (a) and communication climate (b) would fully
mediate the relationship between communal orientation and cortisol reactance at 6-months. The
above HLM model tests showed no relationship between any predictor variables and cortisol
reactance at 6-months, therefore hypothesis 7a and hypothesis 7b are not supported.
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Hypothesis 11 predicted a moderation effect of communication openness on communal
orientation and affectionate communication (a) and communication climate (b) such that more
communication openness would increase the positivity of these interactions. As indicated by the
above HLM model tests, while there was a direct effect here from communal orientation to
affectionate communication, there was no relationship between communal orientation and
communication climate, therefore hypothesis 11b was not supported. An HLM model to test for
moderation between communal orientation and affectionate communication was attempted, but
the model would not run. A multiple regression was also run to test for moderation, and did not
come out significant. Communication openness was also not related to any variable within this
time point.
Hypothesis 8 predicted that cortisol reactance from time 1 (baseline) would be positively
associated with weight at time 2 (6-months). To test this, weight from time 2 was entered into the
HLM model as the DV, with level 1 predictors from time 1 being sex, weight from time 1,
communication openness, communal orientation, communication climate, affectionate
communication, and cortisol reactance and level 2 predictors were dyad and group (σ2=.10).
Almost no variables predicted weight at time 2 (sex: β(70)=-.02, S.E =.10, p=.82;
communication openness: β(70)=-.06, S.E =.05, p=.256; communal orientation: β(70)=.0001,
S.E =.05, p=.985; communication climate: β(70)=-.04, S.E =.07, p=.576; affectionate
communication: β(70)=.01, S.E =.08, p=.879; group: β(70)=-.13, S.E =.09, p=.146) including
cortisol reactance (β(70)=-.04, S.E =.56, p=.51). Only the control variable weight from time 1
(β(70)=.90, S.E =.05, p<.001) and dyad (β(70)=.02, S.E =.003, p<.001) predicted significantly.
(Correlation between weight at time 1 and weight at time 2 is r=.9,9 p<.01). Cortisol reactance
from time 1 was not associated with weight at time 2, therefore H8 was not supported.
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Hypothesis 9 predicted that cortisol reactance at 6-months would be negatively associated
with communal orientation (a) at time 3 (12-months) and positively associated with weight (b) at
time 3. To test this, two HLM models were run, one with communal orientation at time 3 as a
DV, and one with weight as a DV at time 3. For the communal orientation model, level 1
predictors were both time 1 and time 2 of the following variables: weight, sex, communication
openness, affectionate communication, communication climate, cortisol reactance, and
communal orientation; level 2 predictors were group and dyad (σ2=.62). Almost none of these
variables predicted communal orientation at time 3 (weight time 1: β(36)=.30, S.E =.47, p=.533;
weight time 2: β(36)=-.08, S.E =.48, p=.871; sex: β(36)=-.24, S.E =.35, p=.501; communication
openness time 1:β(36)=.165, S.E =.19, p=.402; communication openness time 2: β(36)=-.272,
S.E =.31, p=.392; affectionate communication time 1: β(36)=.24, S.E =.37, p=.521; affectionate
communication time 2: β(36)=-.04, S.E =.53, p=.942; communication climate time 1: β(36)=-.40,
S.E =.33, p=.228; communication climate time 2: β(36)=.33, S.E =.41, p=.430; cortisol
reactance time 1: β(36)=-.01, S.E =.17, p=.956; cortisol reactance time 2: β(36)=.07, S.E =.22,
p=.757; communal orientation time 1 β(36)=.16, S.E =.34, p=.634; group β(36)=.34, S.E =.40,
p=.408; dyad: β(36)=.008, S.E =.02, p=.622). Only communal orientation at time 2 predicts
communal orientation at time 3 significantly (β(36)=.469, S.E =.23, p=.05). (Correlation between
communal orientation at time 1 and communal orientation at time 2 is r=.644, p<.01; correlation
between communal orientation at time 2 and communal orientation at time 3 is r=.632, p<.01;
correlation between communal orientation at time 1 and communal orientation at time 3 is
r=.533, p<.01).
For weight at time 3, level 1 predictors were both time 1 and time 2 sex, weight,
communication openness, communal orientation, communication climate, affectionate
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communication, and cortisol reactance; level 2 predictors were dyad and group (σ2=.02). Again,
almost none of these variables predicted weight at time 3 significantly (weight time 1: β(35)=.08,
S.E =.09, p=.413; sex: β(35)=-.08, S.E =.07, p=.293; communication openness time 1:
β(35)=.003, S.E =.04, p=.930; communication openness time 2: β(35)=-.09, S.E =.67, p=.215;
affectionate communication time 1: β(35)=.11, S.E =.08, p=.195; affectionate communication
time 2: β(35)=.04, S.E =.11, p=.717; communication climate time 1: β(35)=-.09, S.E =.07,
p=.261; communication climate time 2: β(35)=.10, S.E =.09, p=.261; cortisol reactance time 1:
β(35)=-.04, S.E =.04, p=.296; cortisol reactance time 2: β(35)=-.01, S.E =.09, p=.261; communal
orientation time 1: β(35)=.01, S.E =.07, p=.860; communal orientation time 2: β(35)=.02,
S.E=.05, p=.624; group (β(35)=-.08, S.E =.08, p=.301; dyad (β(36)=.01, S.E =.12, p=.397).
Only weight from time 2 (β(35)=.913, S.E =.10, p<.001) predicted weight from time 3
significantly. (Correlation between weight at time 1 and weight at time 2 is r=.909, p<.01;
correlation between weight at time 2 and weight at time 3 is r=.983, p<.01; correlation between
weight at time 1 and weight at time 3 is r=.894, p<.01). As these tests indicate there was no
relationship between cortisol at time 2 to either communal orientation at time 3 or weight at time
3, hypotheses 9a and 9b are not significant.
A summary of the hypotheses based on the tests above is as follows:
H1: Communal orientation at baseline will be positively associated with affectionate nonverbal
behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED
during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline.
H2: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will be negatively
related to cortisol reactance following the conversation.
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H3: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will fully
mediate the relationship between communal orientation and cortisol reactance at baseline.
H4: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will negatively predict
communal orientation at 6-months. NOT SUPPORTED
H5: Communal orientation at 6-months will be positively associated with affectionate nonverbal
behavior (a) SUPPORTED and a positive communication climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED
during a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months.
H6: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months will be
negatively related to cortisol reactance to the conversation at 6-months.
H7: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss will fully mediate the
relationship between communal orientation and cortisol reactance at 6-months.
H8: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will be positively
associated with weight at 6-months. NOT SUPPORTED
H9: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months will be negatively
associated with communal orientation at 12 months (a) NOT SUPPORTED and positively
associated with weight (b) NOT SUPPORTED at 12 months.
H10: Communication openness about weight at baseline will moderate the relationship between
communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior during a conversation about weightloss at baseline (a) NOT SUPPORTED, and between communal orientation and a positive
communication climate during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline (b) NOT
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SUPPORTED, such that as openness increases, the positive relationship between communal
orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior and communication climate should become
stronger.
H11: Communication openness about weight at 6-months will moderate the relationship between
communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior during a conversation about weightloss at 6-months (a) NOT SUPPORTED, and between communal orientation and a positive
communication climate during a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months (b) NOT
SUPPORTED, such that as openness increases, the positive relationship between communal
orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior and communication climate should become
stronger.
HLM Post Hoc Analyses
A few post hoc analyses were done to look for a direct effect across time that were
consistent with the underlying predictions of the TRRL (see table 10). First, the TRRL
specifically predicts couples with a stronger communal orientation and more positive
communication behaviors should see buffering effects to stress levels (Afifi et al. 2016).
Although many variables did not predict cortisol reactance within the baseline or 6-month time
point, an HLM model was run to see if any time 1 variables were directly predicting cortisol
reactance at 6-months across time. Level 1 predictors were time 1 sex, weight, affectionate
communication, communication openness, cortisol reactance, communication climate, and
communal orientation, with level 2 predictors being dyad and group (σ2=.61). While most of
these variables did not significantly predict cortisol reactance at time 2 (sex: β(73)=-.002, S.E
=.23, p=.99; weight: β(73)=-.001, S.E =.119, p=.99; affectionate communication: β(73)=-.25,
S.E =.18, p=.19; communication openness: β(73)=.181, S.E =.11, p=.106; communication
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climate: β(73)=.258, S.E =.17, p=.118; dyad: β(73)=.002, S.E =.007, p=.710; group: β(73)=.258,
S.E =.210, p=.224), cortisol at time 1 was approaching significance (β(73)=.243, S.E =.13,
p=.08) and communal orientation did predict cortisol reactance at time 2 significantly (β(73)=.404, S.E =.17, p<.001), which does support a positive relationship between communal
orientation and stress reactance over time. (Correlation between cortisol at time 1 and cortisol at
time 2 is r=.101, p>.05)..
Additionally, the TRRL posits that positive communication behaviors should lead to
future positive communication (Afifi et al., 2016), therefore post hoc HLM models were also run
to test if key variables were predicting affectionate communication and communication climate
overtime at time 2. When looking at affectionate communication at time 2, level 1 variables
entered were time 1 sex, weight, affectionate communication, communication openness, cortisol
reactance, communication climate and communal orientation with level 2 variables being dyad
and group (σ2=.61). Time 1 sex (β(51)=.05, S.E =.27, p=.85), weight (β(51)=-.203, S.E =.125,
p=.114), affectionate communication (β(51)=.024, S.E =.22, p=.914), communication openness
(β(51)=-.015, S.E =.13, p=.907), communal orientation (β(51)=-.120, S.E =.13, p=.369), dyad
(β(51)=-.009, S.E =.007, p=.223), and group (β(51)=-.054, S.E =.23, p=.815), did not predict
affectionate communication at time 2 significantly. However, time 1 communication climate
(β(51)=.377, S.E =.18, p=.05) and cortisol reactance (β(51)=-.197, S.E =.05, p=<.001)
significantly predicted affectionate communication at time 2. (Correlation between affectionate
communication at time 1 and affectionate communication at time 2 is r=.360, p<.01; correlation
between affectionate communication at time 2 and affectionate communication at time 3 is
r=.309, p>.051; correlation between affectionate communication at time 1 and affectionate
communication at time is r=.224, p>.05).
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For communication climate time 2, level 1 variables entered were both time 1 and sex,
weight, affectionate communication, communication openness, cortisol reactance,
communication climate, and communal orientation with level 2 variables being dyad and group
(σ2=.91). Sex (β(51)=.241, S.E =.35, p=.498), weight (β(51)=-.241, S.E =.16, p=.151),
affectionate communication (β(51)=-.10, S.E=.29, p=.730), communication openness (β(51)=.12,
S.E =.17, p=.480), communication climate (β(51)=.368, S.E =.24, p=.384), group (β(51)=.305,
S.E =.30, p=.321), and communal orientation (β(51)=-.22, S.E =.17, p=.195) did not predict
communication climate at time 2 significantly. However, dyad (β(51)=-.03, S.E =.01, p=.011)
and cortisol reactance (β(51)=-.197 S.E =.05, p=<.001) did predict significantly. (Correlation
between communication climate at time 1 and communication climate at time 2 is r=.285, p<.05;
correlation between communication climate at time 2 and communication climate at time 3 is
r=.557, p>.051; correlation between communication climate at time 1 and communication
climate at time is r=.24, p<.10).
In summary, many of the predicted paths, including mediation and moderation were not
supported by the HLM testing. The tests showed a positive relationship between affectionate
communication and cortisol reactance at baseline, as well as a negative relationship between
communication climate and cortisol reactance at baseline. Communal orientation did have a
positive relationship with affectionate communication at 6-months as predicted. Other important
finding that emerged from the analysis were a positive relationship between communication
openness and affectionate communication at baseline, and a strong relationship between
affectionate communication and communication climate at both baseline and 6-months, as well
as over time. Communication climate was positively associated with communal orientation over
time. Cortisol reactance at time 1 was negatively predicting both communication climate and
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affectionate communication at time 2, and communal orientation was negatively associated over
time with cortisol at time 2. What this showed was a general pattern of positive communication
leading to more positive communication, a suggestion that cortisol is interaction with these
communication behaviors, and a buffering effect of communal orientation over time.
Significant Correlations
There were several important significant correlations to highlight. At baseline communal
orientation was moderately correlated with communication openness (r=.334, p<.001), and
communication openness was correlated with both affectionate communication (r=.220, p =.03)
and communication climate (r=.201, p =.04), suggesting that openness may have mediated the
relationship between communal orientation and affectionate communication and communication
climate, at least at baseline. Because affectionate communication and communication climate
were strongly linked, and affectionate communication was correlated with cortisol reactance
(r=.244, p =.05), affectionate communication and communication climate could have been
mediating the effects between communal orientation, openness, and cortisol reactance. Also at
baseline, affectionate communication was correlated with communal orientation (r=.181, p=.07)
and weight (r=-.178, p=.07). Most of this is in line with the tenants of the TRRL, with positive
communication behaviors being associated with other positive behaviors. Affectionate
communication was negatively associated with weight which is consistent with the idea of
weight stigma and depression. Communal orientation was also correlated with communication
climate (r=.201, p=.04) and communication openness (r=.334, p<.001). Even though communal
orientation was not predicting much directly, it was associated with positive communication
behaviors.
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At 6-months, significant positive correlations suggest that affectionate communication
was again positively associated with confirming communication behaviors like communication
climate (r=.655, p<.001) and communal orientation (r=.355, p<.001), but not communication
openness or cortisol reactance. Communal orientation was also once again positively associated
with communication climate (r=.214, p=.04) and communication openness (r=.369, p<.001).
Affectionate communication was again negatively associated with weight, although marginally
(r=-.178, p=.073). At this time point, which was the lowest overall weight of all the time points
(n=100. M=194.1, SD=41.8), weight was negatively correlated with communication openness
(r=-.220, p=.02) and communication climate (r=-.209, p=.05), which could indicate better/ more
communication associated with more weight-loss (and/or worse communication with weightgain).
Communal orientation was correlated moderately with communication openness (r=.369,
p<.001), communication climate (r=.214, p=.04), and affectionate communication (r=.355,
p<.001) at 6-months. Affectionate communication was also once again strongly correlated with
communication climate (r=.655, p<.001). This implies that there were some interactions with
communication openness, but there were no correlations at this time point between
communication openness and anything but communal orientation, so no mediation could be
implied here.
At 12-months, affectionate communication was once more positively correlated with
communication climate (r=.385, p=.002), but not communal orientation or any other
communication variable. Affectionate communication was again negatively correlated with
weight (r=-.337, p=.004). Communal orientation was associated this time only with
communication openness (r=.435, p<.001). Weight was again associated with communication
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openness (r=-.381, p<.001), but no longer with communication climate. This indirectly connects
communal orientation to weight through communication openness. The more open the
communication, the more communal the orientation (and vice versa), and also the more weightloss.
Of unique importance are the rest of the correlational effects across time. Because of the
longitudinal nature of the measurement, we can get a stronger sense of directionality of the
variables over time. Weight at time 1 was significantly negatively correlated with
communication openness at both time 2 (r=-.191, p=.003) and time 3(r=-.291, p=.003),
Similarly, weight at time 2 was also significantly negatively correlated with communication
openness at time 3 (r=-.354, p<.001). Additionally, weight at time 2 was negatively correlated
with affectionate communication at time 3 (r=-.335, p=.01). These finding also suggest patterns
across time where weight was impacting important communication behaviors. A higher weight
seems to influence less communication openness about weight going forward (and vice versa, a
lower weight makes it easier to talk about) as well as negatively influencing affectionate
communication over time. As seen above, however, this pattern was somewhat circular, since
communication variables were also impacting weight variables overtime in some cases as well.
Affectionate communication at time 1 was positively correlated to communication
climate at time 2 (r=.246, p=.04); affectionate communication at time 2 was positively correlated
with communication climate at time 3 (r=.659, p<.001) and communication openness at time 3
(r=.280, p=.01). Affectionate communication seemed to be positively impacting other
constructive communication behaviors across time in some cases. This effect is also somewhat
circular as well, as communication climate at time 1 was correlated with affectionate
communication as well at time 2 (r=.339, p=.004). Along similar lines, communal orientation at
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time 1 corelated positively with communication openness (r=.379, p<.001) at time 3, and
communal orientation at time 2 correlated with communication openness (r=.529, p<.001) and
communication climate (r=.288, p=.24) at time 3. This again implies a linear relationship over
time with implications for future behavior.
These relationships also feed into each other as well, since communication climate at
time 1was positively correlated with communal orientation at time 2 (r=.242, p=.02), and
communication openness at time one was correlated with communal orientation at both time 2
(r=.334, p<.001) and time 3 (r=.281, p=.004), suggesting that being more open with your partner
leads to increased unity and vice versa. Lastly, communication climate at time 2 was correlated
with communication openness at time 3 (r=.230, p=.04). Overall, these correlations suggest that
communication behaviors can feed into each other to produce constructive behaviors over time if
all is well, and destructive behaviors if the communication is poor. All of these factors work
interdependently and impact each other greatly.
Interestingly, the only variable correlated with cortisol at all was communal orientation
from time 1, which was moderately negatively correlating with cortisol reactance at time 2 (r=.310, p =.004). This is relationship was also seen in the HLM analysis, and was some indication
that there may be a stress buffering effect at some level of communal orientation on stress levels
over time as predicted by the TRRL.
There are some important correlations to consider with these two important longitudinal
DVs as well. Communal orientation at time 3 was positively correlated with openness at time 1
(r=.281, p=.004) and communication climate at time 2 (r=.241, p=.03) suggesting a small
connection of positivity over time resulting in a closer relationship. Weight at time 3 was
negatively correlated both with affectionate communication at time 1 (r=-.247, p=.03) and
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communication openness at time 2 (r=-.227, p=.02), again suggesting some relationship exists
between positive communication behaviors and a lower weight outcome.
SEM Analysis
In addition to the HLM analysis, an SEM model was run to determine the longitudinal
impacts and relationships in the data. Although this will not account for the nested nature of the
data, dyad was non-significant or very minimal in all the HLM tests suggesting that there are few
if any dyadic effects, which could allow for using an SEM model to examine across time patterns
since all the variables were measured at the individual level, and allow for a deeper look into the
data (Hamilton & Hunter, 1985). Power analysis using danielsoper.com to calculate the sample
size necessary to detect a certain effect size indicated that a minimum sample size of 87 was
needed to detect at least a .1 effect with 6 observed variables, with a suggestion of a 200 sample
size to detect good model structure. This study has a sample size of N=128 at baseline, N=90 at
6-months, and N=27 at 12-months, so the tests are somewhat underpowered, especially at the
later time points.
The original predicted model was entered into SEM first. No acceptable fit for the
originally proposed model was found, even after several attempts to modify the model to find an
acceptable fit. Therefore, a more exploratory post hoc approach was taken. Following theory and
the correlation results, a mostly saturated model was entered- first for just baseline to 6-months
where there is the most power across time, and then for all three time points. All time lags were
accounted for as was variable error and correlation of endogenous variables.
Figure 2 shows the model for baseline to 6-months. Dotted lines indicate
autocorrelational paths. All paths are significant at a p<.05 level, with most being p<.001, with
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the exception of the path from cortisol reactance 1 to cortisol reactance 2 and the path from
communication climate 1 to communication climate 2. The model demonstrated acceptable fit
(CMIN (χ2= 48.527, p=.719, df=55; CMIN/DF=.882; CFI=1.00 TLI=1.02; RMSEA=.00,
lo=.000, hi=.043).
There are several associations shown in the model that do not necessarily show up in
other analyses. Communal orientation is buffering cortisol reactions time 2, as it does in the
HLM and correlational analysis, but also at time 1. It is also positively related to openness in
time 1, but oddly negatively related over time. Communication openness is mediating for
communal orientation and affectionate communication, but over time and not within time point.
Communication openness is also negatively predicting affectionate communication over time.
Affectionate communication is positively related to cortisol in time 1, as in the correlation
matrix, but is negatively related to it over time, as suggested by both Affection Exchange Theory
and the TRRL. Weight is negatively related to affectionate communication and communication
openness, which is consistent with the other analyses.
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Figure 3 shows the model for all 3 time points. Dotted lines indicate autocorrelational
paths. All paths are significant at a p<.05 level, with most being p<.001, except for
communication climate 1 to correlation climate 2, cortisol reactance 1 to cortisol reactance 2, and
weight 3 to affection 3. A reasonable fit model was found (CMIN (χ2= 148.129, p=.004, df=106;
CMIN/DF=1.397; CFI=.962 TLI=.938; RMSEA=.056, lo=.032, hi=.076).
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There are some noteworthy associations that appear in this model. Communal orientation
at time 1 is negatively associated with cortisol reactance at time 1 and time 2, which is consistent
with the propositions of the TRRL. It is also positively associated with communication openness
within time point, but not at time 2, and is negatively associated with communication climate at
time 3. Communal orientation at time 2 is positively associated with affectionate communication
at time 2, as well as communication openness and communication climate at time 3, however,
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communal orientation is positively associated with cortisol reactance at time 2. Communication
openness is negatively associated with weight throughout the model. Weight is also negatively
associated with affectionate communication. Most constructive communication variables are
positively associated with each other.
A summary of the hypothesis once you take the SEM and correlation tests into
consideration in addition to the HLM is as follows:
H1: Communal orientation at baseline will be positively associated with affectionate nonverbal
behavior (a) PARTIALLY SUPPORTED and a positive communication climate (b) NOT
SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline.
H2: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will be negatively
related to cortisol reactance following the conversation.
H3: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will fully
mediate the relationship between communal orientation and cortisol reactance at baseline.
H4: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will negatively predict
communal orientation at 6-months. NOT SUPPORTED
H5: Communal orientation at 6-months will be positively associated with affectionate nonverbal
behavior (a) SUPPORTED and a positive communication climate (b) PARTIALLY
SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months.
H6: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months will be
negatively related to cortisol reactance to the conversation at 6-months.
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H7: Affectionate nonverbal behavior (a) NOT SUPPORTED and a positive communication
climate (b) NOT SUPPORTED during a conversation about weight-loss will fully mediate the
relationship between communal orientation and cortisol reactance at 6-months.
H8: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at baseline will be positively
associated with weight at 6-months. NOT SUPPORTED
H9: Cortisol reactance to a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months will be negatively
associated with communal orientation at 12 months (a) NOT SUPPORTED and positively
associated with weight (b) NOT SUPPORTED at 12 months.
H10: Communication openness about weight at baseline will moderate the relationship between
communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior during a conversation about weightloss at baseline (a) NOT SUPPORTED, and between communal orientation and a positive
communication climate during a conversation about weight-loss at baseline (b) NOT
SUPPORTED, such that as openness increases, the positive relationship between communal
orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior and communication climate should become
stronger.
H11: Communication openness about weight at 6-months will moderate the relationship between
communal orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior during a conversation about weightloss at 6-months (a) NOT SUPPORTED, and between communal orientation and a positive
communication climate during a conversation about weight-loss at 6-months (b) NOT
SUPPORTED, such that as openness increases, the positive relationship between communal
orientation and affectionate nonverbal behavior and communication climate should become
stronger.
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Although including the correlations and SEM analysis does not change the outcome of
many of the hypothesis, the path model does reinforce many of the results in the post hoc HLM
analysis and the correlation matrix, helping to reinforce some of the findings and conclusions
that can be drawn from the data. The SEM analysis also helps to reveal some interesting patterns
and connections important to theory that did not show up strongly in other the other analyses,
including relationships between weight and communication openness over time, communal
orientation and cortisol reactance over time, as well as relationships between affectionate
communication, communication climate, and communal orientation over time. This makes the
SEM central to understanding the overall picture of the data and the patterns occurring over time
with key variables.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusion
This study aimed to test the TRRL in the context of couples’ weight-loss by examining
the relationship between communal orientation, communicative openness, non-verbal
affectionate communication, communication climate, stress reactance via cortisol reactance, and
weight both within specific time periods and over time. Building from the TRRL, the study
sought to determine whether a positive spiral of communication existed over time for those with
constructive communication behaviors and a negative spiral of communication existed for those
with destructive communication behaviors. Overall, relational and health outcomes over time
were examined to determine which factors contributed to more positive relational and
physiological outcomes. Although many hypotheses were not supported and predicted paths
were not significant, there are still several key takeaways from this study. The results indicated
significant relationships between the various communication variables and physiological
outcomes, as well as significant relationships among the communication variables both within
and between time points.
Communication and Weight
When considering the physiological outcomes, weight was used to examine how
communication may relate with obesity. Additionally, it was important to determine whether
weight was associated with relational outcomes and relational communication. The results
revealed that weight was consistently negatively associated with affectionate communication,
communication openness, and communication climate both within and across time points. The
directionality of the relationship as well as the findings across time suggest that the higher a
person’s weight, the more likely they were to engage in less constructive communication
behaviors and to report worse relational outcomes. Conversely, having a stronger romantic
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relationship and more constructive communication behaviors were associated with lower weight
within time point and across time. Affectionate communication in particular was correlated with
weight across time. More specifically, the findings revealed that couples who were more
affectionate had lower overall weights, and those with higher weights were less affectionate
overall. This over time relationship may indicate a longitudinal pattern where communication
was impacting health outcomes, which in turn impacted communication behaviors in a feedback
loop. The findings are consistent with research demonstrating that couples can promote or inhibit
healthy behaviors related to weight-loss (Theiss, Carptenter, and Leustek, 2016) and extends the
affection literature by demonstrating that affectionate behavior is associated with weight
management. Previous studies of affectionate communication have revealed negative
associations between affection and various physiological aspects related to weight, such as lipids,
cholesterol, and metabolism (Floyd, Hesse, & Haynes, 2007; Floyd et al., 2009). This study
supports and furthers these findings by also finding a negative association between affectionate
communication and weight explicitly. It also furthers this literature by indicating how
affectionate communication and weight may inversely influence each other over time.
The findings regarding communication openness, communal orientation, and weight,
especially in the SEM analysis which show consistent significant paths with communication
openness both within time point and across time points, also provide important insights.
Communication openness, like affectionate communication, was negatively associated with
weight bi-directionally across time points (openness was related to weight and weight was
related to openness across time), indicating that the higher individuals’ weight, the less open they
were discussing their weight with their partner. These findings support the established stigma
literature surrounding weight. As mentioned, weight stigma does not carry in-group protection,
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and feeling stigmatized makes people less likely to communicate about the stigma (Teh et al.,
2014), which can lead weight-gain (Luppino, et al. 2010).
When considering variables detailed in the TRRL, communal orientation was positively
associated (both within and across time) with communication openness. This may suggest that
couples being able to talk about one’s weight is an important aspect of feeling like a unit and
combating the negative impacts of stigma. Prior research indicates that couples are more
successful in weight-loss if they feel they are a team (Dailey, 2018a), and these results suggest
that open communication is a necessary precursor of the communal orientation that is essential to
approaching weight-loss as a team and being successful in weight-loss endeavors. One exception
to this is one SEM path overtime in which communal orientation at time 1 was negatively
associated with communication openness at time 2. It may be that as these couples were actively
participating in a weight-loss study together, that couples who were less communally oriented
were forced into being more communicatively open about their weight because of the context in
this one instance, or those couples who already felt like a team didn’t feel the need to be as open.
Couples must also be validating (i.e., affectionate) to their partner and create a space
where they do not feel stigmatized (i.e., a positive communication climate), so they can still
communicate openly, even if weight is an issue. These findings are consistent with the TRRL’s
proposition that positive maintenance behaviors such as affectionate communication help
promote a communal orientation, which in turn contributes to emotional reserves that promote
more positive responses to stressors and constructive communication regarding the stressors
(Afifi et al., 2016). The present findings also extend the TRRL by revealing that communication
openness may be an intrinsic part of couples’ response to stigmatized stressors (in the present
context, weight issues), as well as their relational maintenance and communal orientation. In
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other words, if a stressor is a stigmatized stressor, communicating directly about the stressor is
important for both relational and physiological outcomes.
To summarize, the results indicated that communication maintenance behaviors, such as
affectionate communication and communication openness, were valuable factors to consider
when examining weight management over time. Individuals aiming to manage their weight
should recognize the importance of finding a positive partner to discuss their weight with, who
can validate them with positive affectionate relationship-maintaining behaviors and create a
positive communication climate. The pattern of weight being negatively related to
communication openness shows up again and again in the analyses, and so it is important to
foster communication behaviors that are positively related to openness to balance this out. Being
more affectionate may help couples to lose weight, and showing affection to a partner that is
overweight can promote a stronger relationship, thus helping to create a validating environment
to work on addressing weight issues openly. In turn, an open and validating environment can
help encourage more weight-loss. This should also help promote a more communal orientation,
which can help counterbalance the stigma of weight, giving the couple a feeling of being a team
and allowing them to work together to promote weight-loss. Communication and weight seem to
mutually influence one another over time, with positive communication related to more positive
outcomes and negative communication relating to more negative outcomes, both relationally and
physiologically. Therefore, if a couple is struggling in a negative relational pattern between
weight and communication, interventions should focus on teaching partners to approach stressors
as a team and on implementing specific relationship-maintaining communication behaviors (e.g.,
affectionate communication and communication openness) to help encourage a shift to a more
constructive overall pattern.
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Communication and Cortisol Reactance
The key communication variables were also important predictors of physiological stress
responses, as measured by cortisol reactance. Communication climate and affectionate
communication were both associated with cortisol reactivity. More specifically, communication
climate and affectionate communication over time were negatively associated with cortisol
reactance, and communication climate was negatively associated within time point as well.
These finding suggest that a positive communication climate might serve to increase resilience
and act as a stress buffer in some situations. Previous studies have connected conflict behaviors
(arguably indicative of a poor communication climate) to higher cortisol reactance (Aloia &
Soloman, 2015a), as well as poor immune function (Kiecolt-Gaiser et al., 1993). The present
findings add to this literature by specifying that an overall positive communication climate may
be related to lower stress levels as well. Previous studies have also correlated affectionate
behavior to lower cortisol reactance (Floyd & Rivergate, 2008). Although the overtime results
echo these findings by indicating that affectionate communication was negatively associated
with cortisol reactance, the within time point findings indicated that affectionate communication
was positively associated with cortisol. Communal orientation was also positively correlated
within one timepoint with cortisol. One explanation for these counterintuitive findings could be
that in the moment of the conversation, if one partner was appearing to be more stressed, the
other partner may have responded by showing more affectionate communicative behaviors, and
that maintaining the communal team orientation was taking extra work within that time point.
Past research has consistently shown that in some situations, visible attempts at social support
can backfire, becoming stressful and emotionally draining (Bolger & Amarel, 2007; Newsom,
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1999; Shrout, Herman, & Bolger, 2006). In other words, taking on the burden of supporting
one’s partner affectionately or communally could add to one’s own stress levels in the moment.
Conversely, if the partner showed little signs of stress, there may have been less nonverbal affection shown, even though the overall tone of the conversation remained positive. In
other words, if the overall tone and environment of the conversation was positive and open, there
was less stress reactivity, but if there were acute signs of stress indicating a higher stress level,
affectionate behavior was greater. The normal stress-buffering effect associated with affectionate
communication may also have exerted indirect effects on stress through the overall
communication climate rather than direct effects, given that the results indicated a strong
association between affectionate communication and communication climate. When showing
affection and giving social support, it is important to match the partner’s desired level and type
in order to elicit positive outcomes (Bolder & Amarel, 2007; Floyd, 2006). The current findings
echo this literature by suggesting that while affectionate communication may contribute to better
stress reactions over time, in the moment that the stressor is being discussed, it may be important
to avoid being overly taxed by the interaction.
Physiological stress responses were also associated with communal orientation, such that
communal orientation was negatively associated with cortisol reactance over time. This effect
showed up in multiple analyses, showcasing how key communal orientation is over and above
other communication factors to working with stress reactance. This finding indicates that
couples who had a higher communal orientation were more likely to have lower cortisol levels in
response to discussing a weight-related issue over time, perhaps suggesting greater resilience to
stress for such couples. This is an important finding in line with a main proposition of TRRL and
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previous TRRL literature that shows a relationship between communal orientation and lower
cortisol reactance (Afifi et al., 2016; Afifi et al., 2018; Afifi et al., 2020).
To summarize, communal orientation, communication climate, and affectionate
communication were related longitudinally and inversely to cortisol reactance over time,
suggesting that these factors contribute to couples’ resilience when discussing stress-inducing
topics by buffering against the physiological effects of stress. Communal orientation in particular
was associated with cortisol reactance negatively, strongly, and consistently across analyses. For
couples looking to manage stress, one recommendation emerging from these findings is to work
on improving a communal mindset in order to promote resilience. Affectionate communication
and communication climate are also important to consider to help manage stressors. However,
affectionate communication also had a positive association with cortisol reactance within time
point, which suggests that when it comes to stress, more affectionate communication may not
always be the best solution. Instead, it seems important that relational partners aim to match the
preferred level of the partner and take care not to overly tax one’s self.
Communication Relationships
This study examined indicators of linear relationships among the communication
variables. As explained in chapter 4, the TRRL (Afifi et al., 2016) posits that within relationships
there are positive and negative spirals of communication in response to a stressor (like weightloss). Couples who are more communally orientated invest in their relationship by using positive,
prosocial relational maintenance communication behaviors, such as affectionate communication,
which help to build emotional capitol, foster a positive communication climate, and promote
resilience. These benefits create a feedback loop where, in turn, couples who manage stressors
well together, feel more united and more communally oriented. However, some couples fail to
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thrive in response to a stressor and exhibit the opposite pattern: less communal orientation leads
to less investment in the relationship, less constructive communication, an increase in relational
load and stress, and eventually less overall feelings of unity and communal orientation (Afifi et
al., 2016). The results of the present study indicated some support for this pattern of positive and
negative spirals, as linear relationships were revealed between the communication variables and
relational outcomes both cross-sectionally and longitudinally.
First, the study revealed that affectionate communication was mostly positively
associated with communication openness, and was also consistently and strongly positively
associated with communication climate. This makes sense, as couples who display affection
would be more likely to create a positive communication climate that feels validating and warm
(Gottman, Markman, & Notarius, 1977) and therefore able to talk about a more difficult topic.
As such, this finding reinforces and supports prior research indicating the importance of
affectionate communication to having positive interactions, maintaining positivity, and having
constructive communication in relationships (Floyd, 2002; Floyd, 2006).
Communal orientation was positively correlated with affectionate communication,
communication openness, and communication climate within time point supporting the above
idea that couples with higher communal orientation invest more in their relationships by
engaging in positive relational maintenance behaviors that help to create a positive
communication environment. In some places, communal orientation was over time negatively
related toward communication openness. This may indicate a unique situation that couples who
felt strongly unified did not feel the need to over discuss the topic (avoiding rumination) or
couples with a lower unity may have needed to broach the subject more often to compensate.
Within time point however (in the moment) communal orientation is positively related to
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communication openness, and communication openness also predicts communal orientation
positively overtime. Overall, these findings indicate that openness about certain topics, especially
stressful ones, may be a key factor in perceiving relational unity and, in turn, relational unity
may help foster disclosure and communicative openness under certain circumstances. This
finding supports and extends the understanding of communal orientation of the TRRL as
presented above, suggesting that disclosing to each other about a stressor (having communication
openness about topics), especially if that stressor is stigmatized, as part of relational maintenance
is especially important for continuing to have a communal orientation.
Since the communication variables were for the most part related positively and linearly,
these findings imply a pattern that begins with communal orientation and affectionate
communication positively associating with communication openness and communication
climate. In turn, communication climate is associated with further communication openness and
affectionate communication, and both communication climate and communication openness
associate further with communal orientation. Such findings provide further support for the idea
of a positive and negative spiral of communication described above by TRRL. In other words,
positive communication promotes other positive communication behaviors, which may create
more positivity going forward and can lead to more unity. The opposite is also implied by the
linear relationship: if there is less constructive communication, it will lead to further destructive
communication behaviors.
Since the communication variables were so often correlated, it is recommended that if
couples find themselves in a negative communication spiral, they should focus on improving
specific communication behaviors in order to try to shift back into a more positive spiral. This is
similar to the recommendations over the years by John Gottman to marriage counselors to help
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couples break away from spiraling negative relational behaviors (i.e., “the 4 horsemen of the
relational apocalypse”). More specifically, Gottman (2014) recommends reducing negative
communication and responding to conflict with positivity and validation when possible.
Therefore, affectionately communicating, having open lines of communication especially about a
stressor, promoting positive communication climates, or working on reframing issues to be more
communally oriented can help to stop a negative spiral and work toward a more positive spiral.
Even if the couple only focuses on one aspect at a time, since these variables are so
interconnected, promoting positivity in one area can help to promote positivity in others.
Limitations and Future Directions
Though the study benefits from a complex longitudinal design, there are nonetheless
several limitations to the study worth noting. First, although couples were gathered from the
community, the sample size used in this study was relatively small and from a small geographic
region, so results should not be over-generalized. Care was taken to put couples at ease during
the laboratory visits, but there was still some artificiality inherent in being video recorded in a
laboratory setting, which also lowers the external validity of the data. We do not have any data
on what else was going on in the participants’ lives when they came into the laboratory or what
other factors could have been impacting their stress levels or communication behaviors.
Although only the second half of the videos were coded to account for adjusting to the lab space
and video recorder, participants may have still felt some awkwardness at being recorded and
some pressure to display socially desirable behavior. This may have caused them to not discuss
the topics as deeply as they would normally, impacting their communication and contributing to
a smaller stress reactance than usual.
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Generalizability is also an issue. In addition to a smaller sample size limiting
generalizability, most participants were of higher socioeconomic status, being mostly white, well
educated, employed, and with steady income. Most were also older and married. Although there
were some homosexual couples in the sample, the majority of couples were also heterosexual. As
such, results are not broadly generalizable to all populations, particularly those of racial minority
or lower socio-economic status, or to couples who are newer or less committed to their
relationships.
Along these lines, generalizability is also a concern in regard to attrition bias. As this
study was longitudinal in nature, it did suffer from attrition over time, with participants dropping
out at various points. Many couples who scored relatively low at baseline on coded
communication variables did not return for the rest of the study. As such, there may be some
attrition bias with the data that skews toward “happy” couples, and such couples may relatedly
demonstrate lower overall stress reactance and more constructive communication patterns. This
may have resulted in selection bias and a ceiling effect, as only couples who were willing and
able to commit to working together during a 6-month weight-loss intervention signed up for and
stayed in the study. As such, these results may not be able to show some relationships between
communication and stress that would have showed up with couples experiencing a more
destructive communication pattern. Therefore, the results may not be generalizable to all
couples, especially couples experiencing lower communal orientation, whom arguably need the
most intervention. Although the overall suggestions, which are backed up by substantial theory,
should still apply to most couples, any implications should keep in mind the possible bias in the
sample and generalizability issues.
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Along these lines, the attrition did not allow for the data to be split between positively
valenced and negatively valenced couples, which would have allowed for deeper explorations of
potential constructive and destructive patterns over time. This combined with an already smaller
sample size, meant the study was underpowered for some of the analyses, so results should be
interpreted with this in mind.
Another limitation of the study involves the failure to collect saliva samples at the 12month time point, and therefore, overall stress could not be a primary longitudinal outcome.
Having such data would have helped clarify stress and communication patterns over time. The
study would have also benefited from having self-reported measures of both resilience and
relational load. These variables were not assessed by participants, limiting the ability to fully test
important parts of the TRRL. Additionally, the data did not include a subjective measure of
affectionate communication, only the coded behaviors. Also assessing perceptions of affectionate
communication, rather than only employing an objective measure of affectionate
communication, would have been beneficial and allowed for the comparing and contrasting of
each measure’s influence on the study outcomes. Lastly, it should be noted that correlation
analyses do not account for the dyadic nature of the data and may be artificially inflated for tests.
These results should therefore be interpreted with caution.
Future studies should aim to have longer lab sessions or record couples’ conversations in
the home environment, which would allow for more natural conversations and avoid external
validity and social desirability issues. Future studies should also strive to have an overall larger
sample if possible, so that when attrition happens, there is still sufficient power to detect
reasonable effect sizes. While we did find some patterns over time, more research is needed to
investigate these patterns and further confirm the directionality of effects and to try to resolve
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some of the contradictory findings. In addition, it is important to replicate these findings both
within and outside the context of weight-loss, to determine whether such patterns emerge when
discussing a range of stressors.
Conclusion
This study was the first study to test the TRRL and in the context of weight loss. Overall,
this study supports the main tenets of the Theory of Resilience and Relational Load. More
specifically, the findings provide evidence that a communal orientation buffers stress over time,
as well as reveal that stress is negatively associated with communication maintenance behaviors.
The results also provide preliminary evidence for a longitudinal positive and negative relational
maintenance communication spiral. In addition, this study adds to the TRRL by testing it in a
new context of weight-loss and suggests that open communication about a stressor may be
essential in maintaining a communal orientation when managing that stressor, especially if the
stressor is stigmatized. When aiming to maintain a positive relationship, it is important that
couples focus on communication behaviors, and realize that these behaviors feed into each other
over time and may impact stress levels. This study also found evidence linking weight
management with communication behaviors both within and across timepoints. Taken together,
the findings suggest that individuals attempting to lose weight in a healthy way can benefit from
the support of a validating partner who will be open in communicating about weight and provide
positive and affectionate behavior. Communication has the potential to go a long way towards
reducing stigma, helping to reduce stress, and combating obesity.
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Tables
Table 1: Variable Descriptives
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Table 2: Correlation Matrix Baseline

-.466**
.127
-.016
.112
.048
.040

1

3

4

-.178
-.059 .220*
-.100 .224* -.027
-.125 .775** .201*
-.140 .181 .334**

2

Table 2 Bivariate Zero-Order Correlation Matrix Baseline

0 = Female, 1 = Male.

1 Gendera
2 Weight
3 Non-verbal Affection
4 Communication Openess
5 Cortisol Reactance
6 Communiation Climate
7 Communal Orientation
a

**p < .01, *p < .05, †p < .10

.014
-.145

5

.140

6
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Table 3: Correlation Matrix 6-months

2

3

4

-.454**
.175
-.149
.104 -.220* .199
-.071
.037
.061
.113
.148 -.209* .655** .106
.026
-.070 .355** .355**

1

Table 3 Bivariate Zero-Order Correlation Matrix 6-month

0 = Female, 1 = Male.

1 Gendera
2 Weight
3 Non-verbal Affection
4 Communication Openess
5 Cortisol Reactance
6 Communiation Climate
7 Communal Orientation
a

**p < .01, *p < .05, †p < .10

.078
.095

5

.214*

6
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Table 4: Correlation Matrix 12-Months

2

3

4

-.445**
.047 -.377**
.096 -.381** .165
.013
-.157 .385** .105
-.157
.022
.010 .435**

1

Table 4 Bivariate Zero-Order Correlation Matrix 12-Month

0 = Female, 1 = Male.

1 Gendera
2 Weight
3 Non-verbal Affection
4 Communication Openess
5 Communiation Climate
6 Communal Orientation
a

**p < .001, *p < .01, †p < .10

5

-.74
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Table 5: Correlation Matrix Complete

.909**
.894**
-.178
-.133
-.245
-.059
-.191*
-.291**
-.100
.128
-.125
-.140
-.027
-.140
-.049
.053

1

.983**
-.202
-.149
-.335*
-.109
-.220*
-.354**
-.158
.037
-.112
-.209*
-.149
-.119
-.070
.007

2

-.247*
-.155
-.377**
-.075
-.227*
-.381**
-.176
.005
-.105
-.210
-.157
-.111
-.070
.022

3

.360**
.224
.220*
.004
.068
.224*
-.055
.775**
.246*
.105
.181
.168
.006

4

.309
.000
.199
.280*
-.187
.061
.339**
.655**
.659**
.148
.355**
.114

5

.161
-.013
.165
-.048
-.017
.159
-.080
.385**
.189
.220
.010

6

.372**
.369**
-.027
.078
.201*
.082
.215
.334**
.334**
.281**

7

.613**
-.081
.113
-.049
.106
.159
.152
.369**
.174

8

-.076
.103
-.046
.230*
.105
.379**
.529**
.174

9

.101
.014
-.154
-.127
-.145
-.101
-.157

10

.046
.078
.244†
-.310**
.095
-.048

11

.285*
.397**
.140
.242*
.018

12

Table 5 Bivariate Zero-Order Correlation Matrix Complete

1 Weight 1
2 Weight 2
3 Weight 3
4 Non-verbal Affection 1
5 Non-verbal Affection 2
6 Non-verbal Affection 3
7 Communication Openess 1
8 Communication Openess 2
9 Communication Openess 3
10 Cortisol Reactance 1
11 Cortisol Reactance 2
12 Communication Climate 1
13 Communication Climate 2
14 Communication Climate 3
15 Communal Orientation 1
16 Communal Orientation 2
17 Communal Orientation 3
Variable 1=Variable at baseline; Variable 2= Variable at 6-months; Variable 3= Variable at 12-months

**p < .01, *p < .05, †p < .10

13

14

15

16

.557**
.041 -.138
.214* .288* .664**
.241* -.074 .533** .632**
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Table 6: HLM Results Baseline

Dependent Variable
Non-verbal Affection

Communication Climate

Cortisol Reactance

σ2
SE

0.291
0.496
0.040
0.369

p

Dyad
Group

Dyad
Group

Variable

0.003
0.010

0.004
0.011

Coeff.

0.360
0.070

0.005
0.197

SE

0.473
0.954

0.473
0.954

p

Table 6: HLM Results Baseline

0.110
0.220
0.112
0.105

0.945
0.467
0.694
0.944

Level 2 Variables

-0.110
0.149
0.203
0.095
0.070
0.150
0.070
0.070

<.001

Level 1 Variables

Weight
Sex
Comm Opennes*
Communal Orientation
-0.005
-0.106
0.030
-0.050

0.07

Coeff.

0.79

Weight
Sex
Comm Openess
Communal Orienation

0.78

Variable

0.35

Non-verbal Affection**
0.48

0.45
0.179

0.785
0.962
0.819
0.641
0.004
0.025

0.006
0.18

0.1
0.2
0.01
0.1
0.152
0.15

-0.005
-0.024

0.03
0.009
0.224
-0.045
0.45
-0.33

Dyad
Group

Weight
Sex
Comm Openess
Communal Orientation
Non-verbal Affection*
Comm Climate*
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Table 7: HLM Results 6-Months

Dependent Variable
Non-verbal Affection

Communication Climate

Cortisol Reactance

σ2
0.54

0.41

1.27

Weight

Non-verbal Affection**

Communal Orienation

Comm Openess

Sex

Weight

Comm Opennes
Communal Orientation*

Sex

Weight

-0.180

0.020

0.76

0.050

-0.060

-0.010

-0.060

0.280

0.040

0.330

-0.080

0.180

0.360

0.190

0.08

0.640

0.090

0.180

0.080

0.114

0.120

0.220

0.110

SE

0.850

0.300

0.610

0.910

<.001

0.519

0.508

0.944

0.477

0.020

0.720

0.130

0.460

p

Group

Dyad

Group†

Dyad*

Group

Dyad*

Variable

0.100

0.008

0.292

-0.020

-0.070

0.010

Coeff.

0.350

0.010

0.150

0.003

0.200

0.004

SE

0.770

0.720

0.060

<.01

0.720

0.006

p

Table 7: HLM Results 6-months

Sex

0.190

0.230

0.700

Level 2 Variables

Comm Openess

-0.040

0.370

0.560

Level 1 Variables

Communal Orientation

-0.140

0.360

Coeff.

Non-verbal Affection

0.207

Variable

Comm Climate
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Table 8: HLM Results Overtime to 6-months

Dependent Variable
Communal Orientation 2

Weight 2

σ2
0.110
0.220
0.110
0.100
0.090
18.000

SE

<.001 Dyad**
0.820 Group
0.256
0.985
0.879
0.576
0.510

0.810 Dyad
0.700 Group
0.290
0.007
0.060
0.850

p

Variable

0.020
-0.130

0.005
0.036

Coeff.

0.003
0.090

0.007
0.200

SE

<.001
0.146

0.430
0.500

p

Table 8: HLM Results Overtime to 6-months
Level 1 Variables
Level 2 Variables

Weight 1
-0.030
Sex
0.080
Comm Opennes 1
0.110
Communal Orientation 1* 0.460
Comm Climate 1†
0.180
Cortisol Reactance 1
0.020
0.050
0.100
0.050
0.050
0.080
0.070
0.560

Coeff.

0.54

0.900
-0.020
-0.060
0.000
0.010
-0.040
-0.040

Variable

0.10

Weight 1**
Sex
Comm Openess 1
Communal Orienation 1
Non-verbal Affection 1
Comm Climate 1
Cortsiol Reactnace 1

Note: Variable 1= Variable time 1
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Table 9: HLM Results Overtime to 12-months

Dependent Variable
Communal Orientation 3

Weight 3

σ2

Variable

0.008
0.340

0.12
0.08

0.02
0.400

0.397
0.301

0.622
0.408

Table 9: HLM Results Overtime to 12-months
Level 1 Variables
Level 2 Variables
p

Dyad
Group

0.01
-0.08

p

SE

0.533
0.871
0.501
0.402
0.392
0.634
0.050
0.521
0.942
0.410
0.757
0.956
0.757

Dyad
Group

SE

0.470
0.480
0.350
0.190
0.310
0.340
0.230
0.370
0.530
0.330
0.410
0.170
0.220

0.413
<.001
0.293
0.930
0.215
0.860
0.624
0.195
0.717
0.261
0.261
0.296
0.261

Coeff.

0.030
-0.080
-0.240
0.165
-0.272
0.160
0.469
0.240
-0.040
-0.400
0.330
-0.010
0.070
0.090
0.100
0.070
0.040
0.670
0.070
0.050
0.080
0.110
0.070
0.090
0.040
0.090

Coeff.

0.62
Weight 1
Weight 2
Sex
Comm Openess 1
Comm Openess 2
Communal Orienation 1
Communal Orienation 2*
Non-verbal Affection 1
Non-verbal Affection 2
Comm Climate 1
Comm Climate 2
Cortsiol Reactnace 1
Cortsiol Reactnace 2
0.080
0.913
-0.080
0.003
-0.090
0.010
0.020
0.110
0.040
-0.090
0.100
-0.040
-0.010

Variable

0.02

Weight 1
Weight 2 **
Sex
Comm Openess 1
Comm Openess 2
Communal Orientation 1
Communal Orientation 2
Non-verbal Affection 1
Non-verbal Affection 2
Comm Climate 1
Comm Climate 2
Cortsiol Reactnace 1
Cortsiol Reactnace 2

Note: Variable 1= Variable time 1
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Table 10: HLM Results Overtime Post hoc

Dependent Variable
Cortisol Reactance 2

Non-verbal Affection 2

Communication Climate 2

σ2

p

Dyad
Group

Variable

-0.009
-0.054

0.002
0.258

0.01
0.3

0.007
0.23

0.007
0.21

0.011
0.321

0.223
0.815

0.71
0.224

Table 10: HLM Results Overtime Post Hoc
Level 1 Variables
Level 2 Variables
SE

0.990
0.990
0.106
<.001
0.190
0.118
0.080

Dyad
Group

-0.03
0.305

p

0.119
0.230
0.110
0.170
0.180
0.170
0.130

0.114
0.850
0.907
0.369
0.914
0.050
<.001

Dyad*
Group

SE

-0.001
-0.002
0.181
-0.404
-0.250
0.258
0.243

0.125
0.270
0.130
0.130
0.220
0.180
0.050

0.151
0.293
0.480
0.195
0.730
0.384
<.001

Coeff.

0.61
Weight 1
Sex
Comm Openess 1
Communal Orienation 1**
Non-verbal Affection 1
Comm Climate 1
Cortsiol Reactnace 1†
-0.203
0.050
-0.015
-0.120
0.024
0.377
-0.197

16.000
0.350
0.170
0.170
0.290
0.240
0.050

Coeff.

0.61

Weight 1
Sex
Comm Openess 1
Communal Orientation 1
Non-verbal Affection 1
Comm Climate 1*
Cortsiol Reactnace 1**

-0.241
0.241
0.120
-0.220
-0.100
0.368
-0.197

Variable

0.91

Weight 1
Sex
Comm Openess 1
Communal Orientation 1
Non-verbal Affection 1
Comm Climate 1
Cortsiol Reactnace 1**

Note: Variable 1= Variable time 1
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Appendix A: Codebook and Associated Materials
Affection
Conception: Affection behaviors are verbal or non-verbal behaviors (direct and indirect) that is a
property of individuals (i.e. something we have that we show to others) that is expressed to
others, usually in a close relationship, during an interaction. It is used to help people form and
maintain relationships, and may be enacted non-verbally with less conscious control than
verbally, therefore more accurately reflection the sender’s emotional states (Burgoon, Guerrero,
& Floyd (2010) Nonverbal Communication, pg. 327).
These cues serve more than immediacy (to show interest), they are to show a feeling of affection,
to convey an emotional state to another. For example, it is different to touch a person’s shoulder
to get their attention versus touching a person’s shoulder to offer affection. There is an intimacy
present in the later that sends the message of closeness, intimacy, and loving. The following
should be coded as affectionate behaviors, not just immediacy behaviors.

Non-verbal Affection
Based on Affectionate Communication Index (Self-Report; Floyd, K., & Morman, M.T. (1998).
The measurement of affectionate communication. Communication Quarterly, 46, 144-162).
Burgoon 1984 non-verbal immediacy behaviors scale, Afifi et al., 2016 list of emotional capital
building behaviors, as well as the Iowa Family Interaction Rating Scale.
Instructions: Watch 1 minute of video. Fill out scores for each participant on each measure.
Repeat every minute. Also fill out an overall score for each person and total at end of video.
1: Behavior did not occur 3: Behavior almost never occurs, occurs just once or is low intensity 5:
behavior sometimes occurs and is low or moderate intensity 7: behavior occurs fairly
consistently or elevated intensity 9: Behavior occurs constantly/frequently and or with significant
intensity
Hug: count number; How much hugging did the participant do? None to Constant 1-9. Overall
how much hugging was there? None to Constant 1-9
Kiss: count number; How much kissing did the participant do? None to Constant 1-9. Overall
how much kissing was there? None to Constant 1-9
Eye contact: (amount of time looking into each other’s eyes) How much eye contact did the
participant do? None to Constant 1-9. Overall how much eye contact was there? None to
Constant 1-9
Winking: How much winking did the participant do? None to Constant 1-9. Overall how much
winking was there? None to Constant 1-9
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Affectionate Touch: Hold hands, touch leg/arm (each separately): How much touching did the
participant do? None to Constant 1-9. Overall how much touching was there? None to Constant
1-9
Vocalics: Affectionate warm tones, (higher pitch, exaggerated sounds like when speak to babies
or pets; clearly conveys liking and warmth). How warm was the participants tone? None to
Constant 1-9. Overall how warm was the tone? Not at all to Very warm 1-9
Laughing: count number; How much laughing did the participant do? None to Constant 1-9.
How often was the laughter occurring simultaneously by both people? None to Constant 1-9.
Overall how much laughing was there? None to Constant 1-9
Overall, how affectionate was the interaction? 1-9 Not at all to Extremely Affectionate
Other non-verbal: Adaptors:
Adaptors are kinetic body movements that may indicate boredom or anxiety (negative
arousal), and can be thought of as “random or noisy behavior”. They can be directed at the self or
at an object. Common adaptors can include tapping, fidgeting with an object, leg shaking,
playing with hair, biting fingernails, fidgeting in chair, fixing clothes, touching a watch, playing
with a necklace; touching the face, twirling thumbs etc. (based on Eckman & Friesen, 1969;
Burgoon et al. 1990; Burgoon & Koper, 1984)
Count how many times adaptors occur for each participant. How much adapting did the
participant do? None to Constant 1-9. How often was the adapting occurring simultaneously by
both people? None to Constant 1-9. Overall how much adapting was there? None to Constant 1-9

Communication Climate
Communication Skills Test coding (Floyd & Markman, 1984; Floyd, O’Farrell, & Goldberg,
1987).
Rate each statement of interaction on scale for each participation. Get score for each and average
across for total segment score and average across for total interaction score. Give overall
disruptive or facilitative communication.
Relative frequency scores computed for categories of pos and neg statements (# of statements in
category/ total # of statements). Relative frequencies of a very/negative summary scores for
disruptive, converse for facilitative. General summary score calculated with overall mean of
ratings (sum of ratings/total number of statements)
1-5 Very negative (1) Negative (2) Neutral (3) Positive (4) Very Positive (5)
Very negative behaviors: put down, insult; kitchen sinking, blaming, character assassination,
“yes, but”; Negative: angry voice, criticism, opinions without rationale, disagreement without
rationale, disruptive extraneous comments, frown, cold tone, rude gestures; Positive: empathy,
smile, laugh, compliment, clarifying, accept responsibility warm tone, humor; Very Positive:
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summarize other, reciprocity, feelings probe, problem solving, meta communication, validation;
Neutral: minimum demands of task, problem talk, offering opinion, ask question, informative
statement.
Definitions and Coding Scheme
General rating guidelines:
For 1-9 scales:
1: Behavior did not occur
3: Behavior almost never occurs, occurs just once or is low intensity
5: behavior sometimes occurs and is low or moderate intensity
7: behavior occurs fairly consistently or elevated intensity
9: Behavior occurs constantly/frequently and or with significant intensity
For 1-5 scales:
This scale is about establishing’s how facilitative or disruptive the communication was in general
1-5 (1) Very negative (2) Negative (3) Neutral (4) Positive (5) Very Positive
Very negative behaviors: blaming, put downs, insulting, screaming
Negative behaviors: angry voice, criticism, interruptions, frowning, cold tones, rude
gestures
Neutral: minimum interaction, informative gestures
Positive: showing empathy, smiling, laughing, warm tones, humor
Very Positive: mirroring (copying, back and forth of non-verbal’s), talking about the
communication
Affection is an emotional property of an individual that is then expressed to others in a variety of
ways during an interaction. Affectionate non-verbal behaviors are behaviors that show and
express to others feelings of closeness, liking/love, and warmth. Affectionate non-verbal
behaviors are a step above a normal interactive behavior. There is an intimacy present in
affectionate communication that send a deeper message than just being immediate. For example:
touching a shoulder to get attention is not usually affectionate, but a touch on a shoulder showing
care, empathy and love would be affectionate.
Please rate overall, how affectionate was the interaction? (1) Not at all to (9) Extremely
Affectionate.
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Adaptors are kinetic body movements that may indicate boredom or anxiety and can be thought
of as “random or noisy behavior”. Common adaptors can include tapping, fidgeting with an
object, leg shaking, playing with hair, biting fingernails, fidgeting in chair, fixing clothes,
touching a watch, playing with a necklace; touching the face, twirling thumbs etc.
Please rate how much adapting the participant did? (1) None to (9) Constant. How often
was the adapting occurring simultaneously by both people? (1) None to (9) Constant
Overall how much adapting was there in the entire interaction (1) None to (9) Constant
Hugs: wrapping of arms around the other person, holding the position (even briefly), and
sometimes squeezing.
Please rate how much hugging the participant did? (1) None to (9) Constant. Overall how
much hugging was there? (1) None to (9) Constant.
Kiss: touching of the lips to the other person’s body, usually a hand or a mouth.
Please rate how much kissing the participant did? (1) None to (9) Constant. Overall how
much kissing was there? (1) None to (9) Constant.
Eye Contact- anytime one person looks into the eyes of the other for any length of time, no
matter how brief.
Please rate how much sustained eye contact the participant did? (1) None to (9) Constant.
How much did the participant make brief eye contact and look away? (1) None to (9)
Constant. Overall how much eye contact was there? (1) None to (9) Constant
Winking-an expression enacted by over exaggerating the closing of a singular eye lid that
communicates something (not just an eye twitch).
How much winking did the participant do? (1) None to (9) Constant. Overall how much
winking was there? (1) None to (9) Constant
Affectionate Touch-this is any type of touching (excluding hugging and kissing) that clearly
transmits the message of affectionate emotions. This can include holding hands, touching/resting
a hand on a leg, arm, or face, affectionate shoving, etc.
How much touching did the participant do? (1) None to (9) Constant. Overall how much
touching was there? (1) None to (9) Constant
Affectionate Tone-this can include changing to a higher pitch, using an exaggerated sound (like
when speaking to a baby or an animal), and tones that clearly convey warmth and liking.
How affectionate was the participants tone? (1) Not affectionate at all to (9) Very
Affectionate. How often did the participant use an affectionate/warm tone? (1) None to
(9) Constant.
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Affectionate Laugh-a vocal noise that is an expression/response of humor. Note: bitter or cold
sounding laughs that come off as put downs do not count as affectionate laughing.
How much laughing did the participant do? (1) None to (9) Constant. How often was the
laughter occurring simultaneously by both people? (1) None to (9) Constant. Overall how
much laughing was there? (1) None to (9) Constant
Smile-a kinetic movement of the face, where the lips curve upward, often but not always
showing teeth, and causing eyes to crinkle. The smiles should indicate liking and affection
toward the other person.
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Steps for Coding
Ensure that sound is up so you can clearly hear the tone of voice of the people and the
conversation that is taking place between participants. You may re-watch each minute as
necessary to get accurate ratings of all of the behaviors.
Step 1
Watch the first minute of the video clip. Stop the recording after exactly 1-minute has passed and
rate each participant on a scale of 1-9 for hugs, kissing, eye contact, winking, affectionate touch,
vocal tone, and laughing. Then give an overall score of how affectionate the interaction was for
that minute. Additionally, rate each participant’s communication for the minute on the 1-5 scale
as being overall (1) very negative to (5) very positive. 1-5 Lastly rate the entire minute on the 1-5
scale as being overall (1) very negative to (5) very positive.
Step 2
Begin the recording again and watch the second minute of the video clip. Stop the recording at
exactly 2-minutes and again rate each participant on a scale of 1-9 for hugs, kissing, eye contact,
winking, affectionate touch, vocal tone, laughing, and joking. Then give an overall score of how
affectionate the interaction was for that minute. Additionally, rate each participant’s
communication for the minute on the 1-5 scale as being overall (1) very negative to (5) very
positive.
Step 3
Continue this process for the third, fourth and fifth minute of the video, rating the participant on
each behavior and giving the minute an overall score. Additionally, rate each participant’s
communication for the minute on the 1-5 scale as being overall (1) very negative to (5) very
positive. Lastly rate the entire minute on the 1-5 scale as being overall (1) very negative to (5)
very positive
Step 4
Once all 5 minutes have been recorded, begin the recording again and watch the entire 5 minutes
through. Give each participant an overall affection score and an overall adaption score. Then
give the overall interaction (considering both participants together) an overall affection and
adaption score for the interaction. Additionally, rate each participant’s communication for the
whole video on the 1-5 scale as being overall (1) very negative to (5) very positive. Lastly rate
the entire video as a whole (both participants) on the 1-5 scale as being overall (1) very negative
to (5) very positive
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Step 5
Check before moving on to the next video: Do you have measurements (1-9) for all non-verbal
behaviors at each minute for both participants? Do you have an overall affection and adaption
score for each participant for each minute? Do you have an overall affection and adaption score
for each participant for the whole video? Do you have an overall affection and adaption score for
the interaction as a whole? Do you have a 1-5 rating for each participant for each minute, as well
as an overall score for each of them for the video as a whole? Do you have a 1-5 rating for the
video as a whole including both participants?
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Codebook
Participant ID
Coder
(Please Circle)

How much:

Code @ 1:00
None

Constant

Did they hug?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they kiss?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they smile?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
sustained eye
contact?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
brief eye
contact and look
away?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they wink?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
affectionate
tones?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they touch?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they laugh?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
adaptors?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:
Not at all
affectionate

Very
Affectionate
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How
affectionate was
the interaction?

1

2

3

4

5

Very
negative

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Very
Positive

How positive
1
was the
participant’s
communication?

2

3

4

5

How positive
was the
interaction?

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:

1

How much:

Code @ 2:00
None

Constant

Did they hug?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they kiss?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they smile?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
sustained eye
contact?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
brief eye
contact and look
away?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they wink?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
affectionate
tones?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they touch?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they laugh?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Did they use
adaptors?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:
Not at all
affectionate
How
affectionate was
the interaction?

Very
Affectionate

1

2

3

4

5

Very
negative

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Very
Positive

How positive
1
was the
participant’s
communication?

2

3

4

5

How positive
was the
interaction?

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:

1

How much:

Code @ 3:00
None

Constant

Did they hug?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they kiss?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they smile?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
sustained eye
contact?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
brief eye
contact and look
away?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they wink?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Did they use
affectionate
tones?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they touch?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they laugh?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
adaptors?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:
Not at all
affectionate
How
affectionate was
the interaction?

Very
Affectionate

1

2

3

4

5

Very
negative

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Very
Positive

How positive
1
was the
participant’s
communication?

2

3

4

5

How positive
was the
interaction?

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:

1

How much:

Code @ 4:00
None

Constant

Did they hug?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they kiss?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they smile?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Did they make
sustained eye
contact?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
brief eye contact
and look away?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they wink?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
affectionate
tones?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they touch?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they laugh?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
adaptors?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:
Not at all
affectionate
How
affectionate was
the interaction?

Very
Affectionate

1

2

3

4

5

Very
negative

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Very
Positive

How positive
was the
participant’s
communication?

1

2

3

4

5

How positive
was the
interaction?

1

2

3

4

5

Overall:

How much:

Code @ 5:00

6

7

8

9
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None

Constant

Did they hug?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they kiss?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they smile?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
sustained eye
contact?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they make
brief eye
contact and look
away?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they wink?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
affectionate
tones?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they touch?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they laugh?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Did they use
adaptors?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Overall:
Not at all
affectionate
How
affectionate was
the interaction?

Very
Affectionate

1

2

3

4

5

Very
negative

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Very
Positive

2

3

4

5

Overall:

How positive
1
was the
participant’s
communication?

6

7

8

9
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How positive
was the
interaction?

1

2

3

4

5

Participants ID
Coder (Please Circle)

Overall:
Code After Entire Video

(for both Participants)

(5
min
)

Not
affectionat
e at all
How
affectionate
was the
interaction?

1

Very
affectionat
e
2

3

4

5

6 7

8

None

9

Constant

How much
hugging?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How much
kissing?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How much
smiling?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How much did
they make
sustained eye
contact?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9
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How much did
they make
brief eye
contact and
look away?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How much
overall eye
contact was
there?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How much did
they wink?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How
affectionate
were the vocal
tones?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How often was
there an
affectionate
tone?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How much
touching?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How much
laughing?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

How often was
the adapting
occurring
simultaneously
?

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9
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How much
adapting was
there?

1

2

3

4

5

Very
negative

Negativ
e

Neutra
l

Positiv
e

Very
Positiv
e

How positive
was the
participant’s
communication
as a whole?

1

2

3

4

5

How positive
was the entire
interaction?

1

2

3

4

5

Overall

6 7

8

9

131

Appendix B: Scale Items
Communal Orientation: Relationship quality was measured using the Norton (1983) Quality of
Marriage Index. Items were assessed on a 5 question Likert scale, with anchors from strongly
disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Items:
1) We have a good relationship
2) My relationship with my spouse/partner is very stable
3) Our relationship is strong
4) My relationship with my spouse/partner makes me happy
5) I really feel like part of a team with my spouse/partner
Openness about weight: Communication openness was measured with 4 items from an adapted
version of the Important Others Questionnaire (Williams, Lynch, McGregor, Ryan, Sharp, &
Deci, 2006). Each item was measured on a 1-7 Likert type scale, from not at all true (1),
somewhat true (4), to very true (7). Items:
1) My spouse/partner encourages me to talk about my weight management
2) I am able to be open with my spouse/partner about my weight management goals
3) I am able to share my feelings about my weight management goals with my
spouse/partner
4) I feel that my spouse/partner accepts me whether or not I reach my weight management
goals?
5) My spouse/partner cares about me as a person ?

